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C

ivilians are paying a heavy
price in Syria’s civil war.
At least seven people, including four schoolchildren, died when what
activists said was a barrel bomb
dropped by forces loyal to Syria’s
President Bashar Assad on a
school and a residential building
in the northern city of Aleppo on
May 3rd.
School enrolment in Aleppo, devastated by three years of war, had
already fallen to a mere 6%.
The Britain-based Syrian Observatory for Human Rights says
that, as of mid-April, one-third of
those who have died in four years
of the Syrian war were civilians —
that is more than 73,000 innocent
lives lost from the total death toll of
some 220,000.

The observatory, run by opposition activists, puts the number of
children slain at 11,021, along with
7,049 women.
The Syrian conflict has morphed
into a series of mini-wars inside
an increasingly sectarian struggle
for power with constantly changing front lines. In this war, as in the
bloodbath in neighbouring Iraq, it
is the civilians who are paying the
price in ever-increasing numbers.
Apart from the death tolls, UN says
one-third of Syria’s population of 23
million is internally displaced. The
number of refugees who have fled,
often to a miserable life of squalor in
Jordan, Turkey and Lebanon, is put
at more than 3 million.
Both sides fight dirty but the command of the skies by the Assad regime gives it an added capability to
inflict brutality as it battles for survival. Assad’s forces are widely believed to have used chemical weapons against citizens in rebel territory
and developed the use of helicop-

ter-borne barrel bombs — canisters
packed with high explosives and
laced with nails and metal shards
with the sole function of inflicting
as many casualties as possible.
The use of barrel bombs has been
strongly criticised by Amnesty International.

About 73,000
innocent civilians
have been killed
in four years of
conflict
“By relentlessly and deliberately
targeting civilians, the Syrian government appears to have adopted a
callous policy of collective punishment against the civilian population of Aleppo,” said Philip Luther,
Middle East and North Africa Programme director at Amnesty International.

Air strikes by the US-led coalition
in Syria also reportedly killed 52 civilians in the village of Bir Mahali
on the banks of the River Euphrates
on April 30th and May 1st.
The Syrian Observatory says the
casualties from the air strikes on
the Euphrates constitute the highest civilian losses from an attack by
US and allied Arab forces since they
launched their air campaign against
ISIS on September 23, 2014.
The American military says its air
campaign in Syria has killed some
2,000 ISIS fighters. Maybe so. But
they had to concede on many occasions in other war zones that their
attacks struck many innocent civilians.
Members of six families were
killed at Bir Mahali. There are certain to be more.
Ed Blanche is Analysis editor of
The Arab Weekly and has reported
on the Middle East since 1967. He
lives in Beirut.

Palestinian police deploys to Jerusalem suburbs
Jamal J. Halaby

Amman

A

rmed Palestinian police
have been deployed to
four
neighbourhoods
near Jerusalem for the
first time in 15 years, a
move that allows them to replace
Israel’s military occupation in controlling troubled Palestinian areas.
The deployment of 90 armed Palestinian police in high-crime and
drug-infested districts abutting Jerusalem in April was followed by a
series of measured Israeli steps to
ease restrictions on Palestinians.
These included allowing Palestinian physicians to drive their cars to
work in Israel for the first time since
the Palestinian uprising in 2000.
The moves are in line with agreements under the framework of an
interim Palestinian-Israeli peace
deal signed in 1993. The timing,
however, coincides with Israeli security warnings that further pressure on Palestinians may culminate
in another uprising.

The deployment relieves Israel
from the hassle of policing unruly
Arab districts, dangerous even for
Palestinian police. The areas are
strategically situated just outside
Israeli cities.
Armed Palestinian police set out
on patrol in Abu Dis, Azariyeh, Ram
and Biddou districts after Israel
lifted its ban on their deployment.
The communities have a combined
population of nearly 130,000, mostly Palestinian Arabs.

Israelis are
avoiding pressures
that could cause
another uprising
Palestinian police patrolled, often jointly with Israeli officers, the
streets of Abu Dis in the 1990s but
it was an unarmed force that Israel
ordered to leave in the wake of the
uprising.
Since then, Palestinian police
were infrequently allowed to return to Abu Dis and other Arab

suburbs adjoining Jerusalem under
Israeli permission and for specific
purposes — to control crowds or
arrest fugitives. The areas later fell
completely outside the command
of Israeli civil police. The security
vacuum attracted drug dealers and
car thieves.
The absence of routine police
patrols in Abu Dis and other Arab
suburbs of Jerusalem is mainly
connected to the intricacies of the
Israeli-Palestinian conflict. As part
of the interim peace deal, the West
Bank was divided into districts with
different jurisdictions. While Israel
maintained overall control over the
West Bank, east Jerusalem and the
Gaza Strip — Palestinian lands it
captured in the 1967 war — the Palestinian self-rule government took
over only 38% of the total territory.
Major Palestinian cities came under full autonomy, with armed Palestinian security forces deployed
there. Smaller towns and villages
received limited self-rule, with restrictions on the stationing of Palestinian police.
In communities close to east Jerusalem, restrictions were particu-

Palestinian police patrolling own areas
larly tight.
Israel annexed east Jerusalem in
1967 and proclaimed it as part of
the indivisible and eternal capital
of the Jewish state, a move that
violates UN resolutions. The Palestinians want east Jerusalem as the
capital of their would-be state.
The status of Jerusalem is to be

determined in final status Palestinian-Israeli negotiations, which
broke up years ago with no sign
they will restart anytime soon.
Jamal J. Halaby, The Arab Weekly’s
Levant section editor, has covered
the Middle East and North Africa
for three decades.
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Camp David summit

Managing disagreements, containing Iran
Joyce Karam

Washington

A

senior Arab diplomat
in Washington tells The
Arab Weekly that in
September 2013, Saudi
King Abdullah learned
from televised news reports that
US President Barack Obama had a
change of heart about punishing
Syrian President Bashar Assad for
crossing the infamous “red line”
and using chemical weapons.
This flip-flop by Obama so surprised the Saudi monarch — following days of joint military planning for an action against Syria
— that it created an atmosphere
of distrust that neither the United
States, Obama nor its Gulf Coopeoration Council (GCC) allies have
been able to overcome.

The meeting is also a
US attempt to sell
the potential nuclear
deal with Iran ahead
of the June 30th
deadline
Two years later it is those Gulf
leaders that the Obama administration is planning to host at a twoday-summit at the White House
and Camp David in Maryland, to
“strengthen security cooperation
while resolving the multiple conflicts”, as the official announcement read last month.
The meeting is also a US attempt
to sell the potential nuclear deal
with Iran ahead of the June 30th
deadline.
Security experts in the Gulf and
Washington told The Arab Weekly
these goals are ambitious and unrealistic. They see the summit, at
best, as an exercise in damage limitation and an attempt at striking a
balance by winning support for the
Iran deal while promising old allies
more defence aid and containment

of Tehran’s regional influence.
“At this stage both the US and the
GCC are trying to manage disagreements,” says Emile Hokayem a senior fellow for Middle East Security
at the International Institute for
Strategic Studies. Those disagreements, while highlighted in the
Syrian crisis, started even earlier in
what the GCC saw as the US abandoning of Egypt’s Hosni Mubarak
in 2011, aggressive outreach to
Iran, consistent support for Iraq’s
Nuri al-Maliki until the summer
of 2014 and the rise of the Islamic
State (ISIS).
From Washington’s perspective, GCC members have exaggerated the degree of Washington’s
outreach to Iran. Moreover, there
is growing ambivalence in the
Obama administration about GCC
military action in Libya and Yemen
and support for Egyptian President
Abdel Fattah al-Sisi remains tepid.
Despite those differences, Hokayem tells The Arab Weekly that
the summit is a statement “that no
one in the GCC or the US has interest in allowing the relationship to
lose sight of long-term strategic
objectives and will try to focus
on workable arrangements until
Obama leaves office” in January
2017.
Maintaining low expectations
has proven to be an accurate description of most of Obama’s Middle East policy. This is a result of
lack of a larger strategy in the Middle East, says Anthony Cordesman
of the Center of Strategic and International Studies (CSIS).
Cordesman writes that against
“the mix of strategic competition,
arms control, rising threats and
indirect cooperation in Iraq” the
Obama administration “seemed to
be largely reactive and without any
clear strategic plan beyond achieving a framework for a nuclear arms
control agreement.”
Cordesman speaks of “a high
level of strategic distrust [of the
United States], particularly in
Egypt and Saudi Arabia” and an

What message will Obama bring?
abundance of “the conspiracy theories that it was somehow turning
away from its Arab alliances and
planning to somehow partner with
Iran.”
The White House has been seeking experts’ opinions on what
Obama can offer to assure his Gulf
guests on Iran.
While defence treaties and a
nuclear umbrella have been rumoured as possible incentives,
neither seems attainable. The first
would require ratification from the
US Congress and the second faces
regional hurdles, according to a
diplomatic source, because a nuclear umbrella would make it harder for GCC countries to start their
own nuclear programmes.
Michael Doran, a senior fellow
at the Hudson Institute and sen-

ior director on the National Security Council under George W. Bush,
tells The Arab Weekly that “what
Saudi Arabia and the Gulf States
want most of all is not arms or security guarantees, but, rather, they
want the US to contain Iran.
“They want the US to push back
hard against Iranian proxies in
Lebanon, Syria, Iraq and Yemen.”
This issue will be right, left and
centre at the summit, as military
operations continue in Yemen and
increased talk about establishing safe zones in Syria is heard in
Washington.
While Doran makes it clear that
“the Gulf States do not believe that
the Iran nuclear deal is a good deal
or that it will achieve its stated
goals”, Hokayem emphasised that
the GCC will not oppose it.

“The international backing for
the deal and the realisation that
it is a priority for Obama” makes
repeating a scenario predicted by
Israeli Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu unlikely with the GCC
leaders, he said.
Instead, the Camp David summit
presents an opportunity to offer
support for a potential Iran deal
in return for what the GCC wants
most: Countering Tehran regionally.
In other words, a bargain that
would leave everyone content but
without providing a strategic outlook or long-term solutions.
Joyce Karam is a Washington
correspondent for The Arab
Weekly.

GCC seeks arms as Obama retreats from the Gulf
further negotiations after the 2016
US presidential elections.
But it is clear that the Saudis
and their partners have cast aside
their traditional caution in policymaking — the robust Yemen intervention demonstrates that — and
that such action independent of US
strategy is here to stay.
The Gulf states may be looking
to Asia themselves, not just for
economic imperatives but because
some see China as an ally. “We
need a dependable relationship
with a major power,” a senior Gulf
official commented recently. “If
the United States can’t be counted
on, then we’ll have to turn elsewhere.”

Ed Blanche

Beirut

U

S President Barack
Obama will meet the
leaders of the Gulf Arab
monarchies at Camp
David on May 14th and
seek to reassure them that the
United States is not abandoning
them with its military withdrawal from the region and its recent
framework agreement with Iran on
its nuclear programme, a landmark
breakthrough that upends the security structure in the region.
The main objective of the states
in the Gulf Cooperation Council
(GCC) — Saudi Arabia, the United
Arab Emirates, Kuwait, Qatar,
Oman and Bahrain — is to secure
a memorandum of understanding
with the United States that will ensure their security.
Neither Saudi Arabia, the dominant Arab power in the Gulf, nor
the United States wants to see the
alliance reached by King Abdulaziz
Al Saud and Franklin D. Roosevelt
70 years ago, the backbone of Arab
security in the region, fall apart.
But it is clear it will have to be revised to adapt to the Americans’
new strategic imperatives.
There are serious differences
between the two sides — Obama’s
efforts to find a rapprochement
with Iran and the US military pivot
to Asia that the Gulf leaders see
as abandonment, a sense of betrayal that began when Obama left
Egypt’s Hosni Mubarak to his fate
in February 2011.
But
Bahrain-based
analyst
Emile Hokayem told The Arab
Weekly he believes that, “no one in
the GCC or the US has any interest

Any deal hammered
out at Camp David
will only be
temporary

Ironing out differences
in allowing the relationship to lose
sight of long-term strategic objectives and will try to focus on workable arrangements until Obama
leaves office” in January 2017, said
Hokayem, senior fellow for Middle

East Security at the International
Institute for Strategic Studies in
London.
That suggests that any deal
hammered out at Camp David will
only be temporary and likely need

Whether the GCC states will be
prompted to seek an accommodation with Iran, which the Gulf Arabs see as the 21st-century manifestation of their historic Persian
foe, remains to be seen.
But the Islamic Republic, currently expanding its influence
across the Arab world at a pace
that mortifies the Gulf monarchs,
will be the elephant in the room at
Camp David.
“The summit’s going to be
about three things, Iran, Iran and
Iran,” Lebanese security analyst
Riad Kahwaji told The Arab Weekly. “But I don’t know how much
Obama can give them on that.”
The main topic of discussion at
Camp David is certain to be a new
regional security framework in the
Gulf, said Kahwaji, head of the Institute for Near East and Gulf Mili-

tary Analysis in the UAE.
“There are a host of regional issues that relate to Iran directly or
indirectly. Iran has managed to
stick its feet into every conflict in
the region. It cannot be ignored.
There are other issues. There’s oil.
There’s trade. These will have to be
addressed.”
GCC sources say that princes
and emirs attending the summit
that Obama called in his woodland
Maryland retreat do not expect all
their demands to be met.
But they do expect the United
States to provide virtually unlimited arms sales to bolster the Gulf
states’ already considerable defence capabilities.
This is something the US defence industry, desperate for foreign sales as Pentagon budgets
shrink, will vigorously embrace
despite concerns that such exports
will trigger a new arms race in a region battered by at least three wars
in a battle against jihadist expansionism and simmering spillover
conflicts in several states.
The Stockholm International
Peace Research Institute, a Swedish think-tank that monitors global
arms sales, reported in April that
Saudi Arabia alone spent more
than $80 billion on state-of-the-art
weapons systems and other defence equipment in 2014, most of
it from the United States, and that
this will continue.
The UAE shelled out nearly $23
billion in 2014, triple its defence
expenditures in 2006, the institute
said. That was a lifesaver for defence contractors grappling with
hefty US budget cuts.
US industry officials say they
are expecting a flurry of requests
for major arms sales from the jittery GCC states, Jordan and Egypt.
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Fayfa tribe steps up to defend mountain range
Saudi volunteers, young and old, keep watch over border with Yemen
Essam Al-Ghalib

Jabal Fayfa

A

s Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) fighter pilots
pounded the Houthi militia south of the Saudi
border, the Border Guard
and Saudi Army stood on alert, vigilant for those attempting to illegally
cross into Saudi Arabia.
Their role in the conflict, which
has lasted more than three weeks,
is a dual one, sometimes offensive
and at times defensive.
But as the battle raged over and
across the mountain range that separates Saudi Arabia from its southern neighbour, where no border
fence exists because of the rugged,
and in places impassable, terrain,
a group of boys, teenagers, grown
men and older, stand atop the Fayfa
mountain ridge ready to defend it
from any aggressor.

This is our
mountain, it is our
home. It is our
responsibility to
protect it
Welcome to the Fayfa province
and its mountainous terrain, which
have long been sources of fascination for geologists and historians,
mostly because of the lack of historical and archaeological data
about them. This, according to
some experts, is due to the difficulty of access to the mountainous
landscape, which for generations
has deterred explorers from investigating it in depth.
Over the years, the area has been
a hotbed for weapons and drug
smuggling, as well as militants trying to infiltrate the kingdom, which
forced Saudi authorities to set up
task forces with the help of local
tribes to secure the area. In 2009
and 2010, Border Guards with the
help of the Saudi Army captured
180,000 infiltrators, some disguised as women.
The Arab Weekly was granted
unprecedented access to the Fayfa
tribesmen guarding the kingdom’s
borders and, in the process, gained
insight how the tribesmen work
and coordinate with the military, as
well as the motivation behind their
participation.
The Fayfa tribesmen, with flowery wreaths in their hair and colourful cloths wrapped around their
waists, look like a truly peaceful
people, in harmony with nature
and the beauty that surrounds

Armed Saudi volunteers, from the Fayfa tribes, attend a tribal gathering in the Jizan province
them, and they usually are.
But with the Houthi rebels less
than 2 kilometres away, the Fayfa
tribe is on edge and it shows.
Atop the mountain ridge, young
and old scope out the mountains
of Yemen with binoculars trying
to spot anyone uninvited. Boys as
young as 13 and men as old as 85
carry machine guns, assault rifles
or handguns. All weapons are fully
loaded.
“This is our mountain,” Fayez AlFayfa, 23, a university student told
The Arab Weekly. “We grew up on
it and we will defend it with our
lives.”
The Fayfa mountain tribal militia
is made up of hundreds of members
who have lived on the mountain
since birth.

“We know these mountains like
no one does,” says Salem Al-Fayfa,
32, an engineer who lives atop the
mountain. “We know every part of
it better than anyone.”

Boys, teenagers,
grown men and
older, stand atop the
Fayfa mountain
ridge ready to
defend it from any
aggressor
A kilometre south of the mountain the Saudi Border Guard and
Army have set up positions to be
the first line of defence against
any invaders who dare to cross the

mountain range.
“Look down there, you see that
line?” Salem asks pointing to a dirt
road approximately 700 metres
away. “That’s where the (Saudi)
military is but none of them are
from our tribe.
“I don’t know which part of the
kingdom they’re from but they
aren’t from here, so they need our
help because they don’t know the
terrain like we do. We know where
to look. We have faith that they will
give up their lives to protect the
kingdom but we do not rely just on
them.
“This is our mountain, it is our
home. It is our responsibility to
protect it and die for it and we will
if we must.”
For the Fayfa mountain tribal mi-

litia, this war is not about religion,
although across the valley in Yemen, it may well be for the Iranianbacked Houthi rebels.
“This isn’t about religion, it’s not
a Sunni or Shia issue for us,” says
Fayez. “It’s about our mountain
staying ours and it’s about us staying Saudis.”
As the sun begins to set, machine
gun fire could be heard a couple of
hundred metres down the mountain.
“You must go now,” they tell this
reporter. “It gets dangerous on the
mountain after dark. We have to
change positions and where we go,
no one who isn’t one of us, can go.”
Essam Al-Ghalib is an Arab Weekly
contributor in Saudi Arabia.

Iran arming Yemen’s Houthi rebels since 2009: UN report
New York

I

ran has been shipping weapons to Yemen’s Houthi rebels
since at least 2009, according
to a confidential UN report, indicating that Tehran’s support
dates to the early years of the Shia
militia’s insurgency.
The report by a panel of experts
was presented to the UN Security
Council’s Iran sanctions committee as the United Nations seeks to
broker an end to the Saudi-led air
campaign in Yemen and a return to
peace talks.
The panel reported on the findings of an investigation into the 2013
seizure by Yemeni authorities of an
Iranian ship, the Jihan, which was
carrying weapons. The information

Jihan case follows a
pattern of arms
shipments to Yemen
by sea that can be
traced back to at
least 2009

collected by the experts “suggests
that the Jihan case follows a pattern of arms shipments to Yemen
by sea that can be traced back to at
least 2009,” said the report seen by
Agence France-Presse (AFP).
One instance saw an Iranian fishing vessel attempt to secretly ship
hundreds of anti-tank and anti-helicopter rockets to the rebels.
“The analysis further suggests
that the Islamic Republic of Iran
was the origin of these shipments
and that the intended recipients
were the Houthis in Yemen or possibly in some cases further recipients in neighbouring countries,” it
added. “Current military Iranian
support to Houthis in Yemen is consistent with patterns of arms transfers going back to more than five
years to date.”
Iran denies accusations that it
is meddling in Yemen and instead
claims Saudi Arabia is carrying out
military “aggression” against the
troubled country after the Saudis
launched an air campaign on March
26th.

The Saudi-led coalition is seeking
to restore the authority of President
Abd Rabbo Mansour Hadi, who was
forced to flee Yemen after the Houthis overran Sana’a and advanced
on the southern city of Aden, Hadi’s
stronghold.

Fishing boats carry weapons
The experts’ report details six
other incidents involving Iranian
ships, five of which are said to have
been carrying weapons bound for
Yemen. In one of the cases, the panel said it had received conflicting
information about whether there
were weapons on board the vessel.
In an incident in April 2009, the
crew of an unnamed Iranian vessel loaded crates of weapons onto
Yemeni boats in international waters, arms that were delivered in
batches and taken to a farm in Yemen for use by the Houthis.
And an Iranian fishing vessel was
seized by Yemeni authorities in
February 2011 carrying 900 Iranianmade anti-tank and anti-helicopter

Iranian ship Jihan 1 being escorted by Yemen Coast Guard boats
at the port of Aden, as shown during a news conference held by
Yemen’s Interior Minister Abdul Qader Qahtan in Sana’a,
February 9, 2013.
rockets intended for the rebels, the
report said.
Iran is prohibited from selling
weapons under a UN resolution
adopted in 2007 that also instructs
all countries to take action to prevent any arms flow from Iran.

The Houthis were originally
based in northern Yemen and have
long complained of marginalisation in Yemen, fighting several wars
with the Sana’a government from
2004 to 2009.
(Agence France-Presse)
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Back to the brink? Lebanon braces for jihadist push
James Bruce

Beirut

N

ow that spring has
come to the rugged
Lebanon-Syria border,
the Lebanese Army is
bracing for a new offensive by Islamic State (ISIS) militants in the Qalamoun mountains
region of Syria, possibly aided by
al-Nusra Front, aimed at establishing a foothold in northern Lebanon
and extending the Islamic rule to
the shores of the eastern Mediterranean.
The big question is: Can Lebanon’s multi-sect, 65,000-strong
military, which has long been written off as little more than a glorified
gendarmerie, badly under-armed
and long plagued by the feuding
among the country’s political leaders, hold the line?
So far, it has — but only just. However, help is at hand. The Lebanese
Armed Forces (LAF) are being provided with new weapons and other
counter-insurgency equipment in a
belated effort by the United States,
France, Britain, Saudi Arabia and
Jordan that should give the military the firepower to beat off most
incursions.

The LAF remains
gripped by the
interminable
sectarian politics
that plague Lebanon
On April 20th, the army took
delivery of the first shipment of
French arms paid for by Saudi Arabia under a $3 billion grant made
in December 2013 to counter the
jihadist threat emanating from the
civil war in neighbouring Syria.
The shipment included 48 MILAN anti-tank missiles, encrypted
communications systems and
night-vision goggles. The goggles

are arguably the most crucial part
of the package because they will allow Lebanese soldiers to see their
foes in darkness, a vital advantage
in combat.
The communications systems
will be invaluable too. In one recent
engagement, Lebanese troops had
to use their personal cell phones to
communicate because their armyissue radio system did not work.
Over the next three years, the
French are expected to provide
seven AS532 transport helicopters,
six SA-341 Gazelle utility/attack
helicopters and an unspecified
number of aerial drones that will
give the army warning on jihadist
movements and deployment.
In February, the LAF belatedly
received a $25 million shipload of
70 towed M198 155 howitzers and
26 million rounds of ammunition
of various calibres from the United
States.
LAF commanders have warned
that the jihadist offensive is expected within the first few weeks.
It has the potential to be the most
dangerous spillover of the fouryear-old civil war in Syria into Lebanon.
The army has 5,000-7,000 troops
deployed along the north-eastern
border, centred on the flashpoint
town of Arsal. There are skirmishes
almost daily as the jihadists probe
the Lebanese defences, giving
weight to expectations that an offensive is looming. The jihadists
are estimated to have more than
3,000 fighters in the Qalamoun
area.
As long ago as November 4, 2014,
Al-Nusra leader Muhammad alJolani warned he planned strikes
against Hezbollah and its leader,
Hassan Nasrallah. “The real war
in Lebanon is yet to begin,” he told
the group’s media outlet al-Manara
al-Bayda, “and what’s coming will
be so bitter that Hassan Nasrallah
will bite his fingers in remorse for
what he has done to Sunnis.”
Hezbollah, Iran’s prized proxy

Receiving weapons from France
and deemed a more powerful force
than the army, is heavily committed to fighting Syrian rebels to save
the embattled Damascus regime. It
has increasingly relied on the LAF
to maintain internal security in
Lebanon against the swelling jihadist threat.
“The bulk of Hezbollah’s forces
are in Syria, which is more important to Hezbollah’s grand strategy,” security analyst Elias Hanna,
a former Lebanese Army general,
told The Arab Weekly. “There’s no
doubt that fighting on two fronts
would stretch their military capabilities to the limit.”
Even with the flow of new weapons, and despite the much-trumpeted jihadist threat, the LAF remains gripped by the interminable
sectarian politics that plague Leba-

non. Quarrelling political leaders
cannot agree on top command
changes in the military and security forces because all want to get
officers from their own sects into
key positions.
The hapless government of
Prime Minister Tammam Salam is
hamstrung by a paralysed parliament and an 11-month-old leadership vacuum in which no successor
has yet been found for president
Michel Suleiman, a former army
commander, whose term ended
May 25, 2014.
There are other political problems impeding the military, particularly its relationship to Hezbollah,
Iran’s prized Shia proxy and a vital
ally of the embattled Damascus regime.
There is widespread dissatisfac-

tion within Lebanon’s military,
and among Lebanon’s Sunnis who
largely support the Syrian rebels,
because, as Beirut-based political
analyst Michael Young observes,
“The army will want to avoid being
seen as collaborating in a military
action operating on behalf of Iran
and Hezbollah while most of the
Arab world is battling them.”
This has raised concerns that the
army could fracture along sectarian lines, as it did during the 197590 civil war. Another split like that
could be cataclysmic for Lebanon.
James Bruce has written
extensively on Middle Eastern
security issues for such
publications as Jane’s Intelligence
Review and Jane’s Defence
Weekly. He lives in Beirut.

A joint Arab military force is easier said than done
View poi nt

Gregory
Aftandilian

Washington

C

reating a joint Arab
military force is easier
said than done. While
Arab leaders, including Egypt and Saudi
Arabia, endorsed the
idea at a summit in Sharm
el-Sheikh late March, making that
force a reality is highly problematic due to political and logistical
issues. More likely, individual
Arab countries might send
contingents to a country facing an
emergency — similar to what
happened in the Gulf War of
1990-91 — but they will be
reluctant to put their troops in a
joint force given differences over
command and control as well as
when and where to intervene.
Egyptian President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi first proposed the idea
of a joint Arab military force in
the wake of the brutal killings of
Egyptian Coptic Christians by an
Islamic State (ISIS) affiliate in Libya
in February. He took the idea to the
Arab summit the following month.
He told the media before the
summit that such a force is needed
to “preserve what is left” of stability in the Arab world. And at the
summit, he said that a joint force is
warranted because of “great challenges facing our Arab nation”.
With the strong backing of
Egypt and Saudi Arabia, the
summit endorsed the idea of a
joint force “in principle”.

Egyptian officials have said
the joint military force would be
made up of approximately 40,000
elite troops and supported by
jets, warships and light armour.
Contributions to the force would
be “voluntary”, meaning that no
state would be compelled to join.
Arab foreign ministers endorsed
a resolution in favour of the force
and Arab League Secretary-General
Nabil Elaraby said the resolution
“sends a clear message that the
Arab states can agree on a plan to
defend themselves”.
Cairo hosted a follow-up meeting
of Arab armies’ chiefs of staff in
April that dealt with how the force
will be created, its role and financing along with tasks of each state,
according to reporters who interviewed some of the participants.
Egypt has benefited from the
publicity generated by the joint
military force idea. At the March
Arab summit, Yemeni President
Abd Rabbo Mansour Hadi, current-

Making that force a reality
is highly problematic due to
political and logistical issues
Leadership issues

ly in exile, praised Egypt for being
the “pulsing heart of Arabism” for
supporting Arab security. Sisi may
genuinely believe such a force is
necessary considering the terrorist threats and other sources of
instability in the region, but he undoubtedly also sees the benefit of
pushing a proposal that is strongly
backed by his Saudi benefactors.
That said, many questions remain about a joint force as similar
proposals made several decades
earlier never came to fruition. In
1950, in the wake of the Arab defeat
in the first Arab-Israeli war, members of the Arab League signed the
Joint Defence and Economic Cooperation Treaty that was supposed
to create a joint military force, but
nothing came of the idea.
Although some Arab states have
inserted troops into troubled areas
and have fought together, they
have largely done so under their
own commands or as part of a coalition force. Placing one Arab coun-

Egypt has
benefited
from the
publicity
generated
by the joint
military force
idea

try’s troops under the command of
a military leader of another Arab
country is rare.
Such a proposed force would
probably have either an Egyptian or
a Saudi military leader, given that
these two countries have emerged
as dominant players in the region
and are the main backers of the
idea. But even though Egypt has
supported Saudi attacks against
Houthi rebels in Yemen with air
strikes and the deployment of naval
ships to the Bab el Mandeb strait,
Cairo and Riyadh do not agree on
every issue.
For example, on Syria, Saudi
Arabia and Turkey are cooperating
to provide military aid to antiAssad rebel forces, many of which
are Islamist in orientation, whereas
Egypt wants a diplomatic solution
to the Syrian crisis and is opposed
to Turkey because of Ankara’s
support for the banned Egyptian
Muslim Brotherhood.
Elaraby has stressed that the
joint military force would not be a
new alliance or an “army hostile to
any country, but a force to fight terrorism and maintain security, peace
and stability in the region”. But
not all Arab countries agree. Iraqi
Foreign Minister Ibrahim al-Jaafari,
for example, expressed misgivings
about such a military force presumably because he sees it as potential
hammer against Baghdad’s Iranian
allies.
Hence, a joint Arab military force,
if it comes together at all, may have
difficulty even deciding where and
when to intervene.
Gregory Aftandilian is an associate
of the Middle East Center at the
University of MassachusettsLowell and is a former US State
Department Middle East analyst.
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War and development in the Sinai
Mohamed Abou El Fadl

Sinai

T

he Sinai’s image in the
minds of many Arabs is
that of an inflamed area,
the principal theatre of
action in wars between
Egypt and Israel.
When the guns fell silent following the 1979 peace treaty and conditions stabilised, ideas for populating the Sinai and kick-starting its
economic development emerged.
But there was opposition that
warned peace with Israel might not
prevail and the region might revert
to a state of instability.
For a long time, the Sinai remained prisoner of the dual discourse of development and war.
Whenever the tug of war tilted in
favour of the former, military considerations weighed in towards the
latter. Indeed, a fixture in Egyptian
military thinking is that Sinai will
always remain a vast theatre for
military operations; the first lesson
cadets in military academies learn
is that the peninsula is the key to
war and peace and a starting point
in any strategy for defending Egyptian national security.
It is for this reason that development projects have been confined
to the peninsula’s southern coast
along the Red Sea and the gulfs of
Aqaba and Suez. Investment in projects in the other regions of Sinai remains absent in keeping with military dogma.

Planting Sinai with
people and stone
could become a
double weapon at
the strategic level
The Egyptian leadership has
started implementing large-scale
projects west of the Suez Canal, expanding projects inside Sinai and
compensating for years of inaction
and neglect that helped foster the
growth of radical Islamic movements. The situation worsened with
the grafting of a number of local and

external factors that transformed
Sinai into a centre for conspiracies
and scenarios aiming to make of the
region a constant thorn in Egypt’s
side.
At the same time, pro-development advocates grew more convinced that economic and social development in Sinai is an important
tool in eradicating terrorists from
the area.
The terrorists took advantage of
the state’s laxity, particularly during the rule of the Muslim Brotherhood, to stash large quantities of
weaponry in Sinai and to smuggle
in a number of extremist elements
and settle them there. As a consequence, battles led by the security
forces against these elements have
been particularly ferocious.

Project sites have
been chosen based
on strategic
considerations
Terrorists have used to their advantage poverty, unemployment,
the brittleness of the economic
fabric, and the feeling of social injustice among the local population,
and succeeded in exhausting the
army and police forces despite the
latter’s apparent victories in the
field.
The penetration of terrorism
in Sinai and its infiltration of the
social fabric increased the importance of choosing the option of
development by Egyptian officials
and pushed them to hasten the
implementation of the planned
projects. This did not sit well with
those refusing development as a solution. Dissenting voices warned of
the excesses of projects, which are
likely to be lost in the event of a war
against Israel.
The result was that the political
leadership in favour of the developmental approach was aware of
the military risks to the development campaign in Sinai and allowed the military to oversee the
projects as a compromise between
security requirements and development needs. Project sites have been
chosen based on strategic consid-

Development is a strategic consideration
erations to allow ease of military
manoeuvres, if needed, and all security issues have been addressed.
The traditional approach to dealing with the Sinai seems to be held
hostage by old considerations in
which development and the population were seen as threats. New
approaches in modern warfare,
however, have transformed these
elements to deterrents, in the sense
that investments in Sinai can serve
as pressure on an aggressor state
(Israel, for example), because the
capital owners have trans-border
political, economic and media
channels through which they can
protect their interests.
Furthermore, population density has become an instrument
that could deter the use of brute
force. We can see that in the victories realised by Hamas and Hezbollah against Israel. Even though the
Hamas and Hezbollah armed forces bore considerable losses, they

achieved moral victories that forced
Israel to stop its military operations
following high civilian casualties.
Therefore, planting Sinai with
people and stone could become a
double weapon at the strategic level
wielded in the service of the Egyptian national security in its broadest
sense.
A second advantage lies in the
fact that the benefits from development to the population of Sinai
would end their sympathising with
the terrorists under the pretext that
the region has been neglected and
would motivate them to preserve
and protect the gains they reaped
by expelling extremists and cooperating with security forces.
It would also encourage them to
stop cooperating with the operators
of the tunnels, be they Egyptians
or Palestinians, and end this phenomenon, which has strained security forces as the tunnels served to
smuggle criminals and weapons.

The third advantage resides in
the positive signals the development projects send to Israel and its
allies, namely that Egypt wants to
maintain peace and will not seek a
military option unless forced to.
Putting development ahead of
military thinking regarding Sinai
does not mean abandoning such
precepts, for the military institution is in charge of setting the limits
of development and is not likely to
forget its dogma. Besides, modern
warfare can be remotely controlled
and each party can get to the other from a distance of hundreds of
kilometres with no need for the
presence of immediate borders to
launch military operations.
Mohamed Abou El Fadl is an
Egyptian writer. This analysis was
translated and adapted from the
Arabic. It was initially published
in the London-based Al Arab
newspaper.

Sudan maintains balancing act with Saudi Arabia, Iran
Khartoum

the face of Western attempts to isolate them.
Sudan, which is separated from
Saudi Arabia by a few hundred
kilometres across the Red Sea, has
helped Iran project its influence
into Africa by serving as the key
entry point for Iranian weapons exports to the continent, arms monitors say.

T

he war in Yemen has given
Omar al-Bashir, a skilled
political operator who has
ruled Sudan for a quarter
century, an opportunity
to show wealthy Sunni powers that
he can be an asset against Iranian
influence — if the price is right.
Al-Bashir has maintained power
amid region-wide unrest in part by
navigating a shifting patchwork of
alliances that has seen Khartoum at
different times draw close to Osama
bin Laden, the United States and
Iran.
Now it appears that al-Bashir and
many of his countrymen hope that
supporting a month-old Saudi-led
bombing campaign against Iranbacked Houthi rebels in Yemen will
encourage Gulf powers to pour aid
and investment into Sudan’s struggling economy.
If al-Bashir, who recently won
another five-year term as president, pulls off yet another juggling
act by winning Arab cash without
completely alienating Iran, it will
strengthen his argument at home
and abroad that only he can steer
his fractious country through an increasingly complicated region.
Since the military operation in
Yemen began, Saudi Arabia has
pledged fresh investments in Sudan’s key agricultural sector and
bankers say there is more willingness for Gulf banks to do business
with their Sudanese counterparts.
But if Sudan is to see major economic support from Saudi Arabia
and its allies, al-Bashir will have

There is no trust in
the Gulf for Omar
al-Bashir

Sudanese returning from Yemen
to overcome a deep distrust of his
government, which analysts and
diplomats say has a chequered history of switching partners at its
convenience.

Sudan has benefited
from Iranian
weapons technology
If Khartoum commits to standing
up to what Saudi Arabia sees as expanding Iranian influence, Riyadh
could claim victory in prying one
of Tehran’s few Arab allies out of its

arch-rival’s orbit, the diplomat said.
Analysts, however, expect Sudan
to keep up its regional balancing
act by voicing support to the Yemen campaign but keeping a line of
communication to Tehran open.
That would give the intervention
a veneer of Arab unity but would
not satisfy Riyadh and its allies
enough to guarantee the flood of
aid that many Sudanese have begun to expect.
Sudan and Iran, both listed as
state sponsors of terrorism and under sanctions by the United States,
have benefited from cooperation in

It is also widely believed to allow
covert weapons shipments destined for Iran-backed groups, such
as Hamas in the Palestinian territories, to pass through its territory, at
times prompting Israeli bombing of
those convoys.
In exchange, Sudan has benefited
from Iranian weapons technology
that has helped Sudan become one
of the major arms producers in Africa, arms monitors say.
Khartoum denies taking part in
these activities.
Sudan’s growing role as an arms
exporter has helped to bolster its
economy since it lost much of its
oil revenue when South Sudan seceded in 2011 and Khartoum also
appears to supply some allies in
the region for ideological purposes,
said Jonah Leff of Conflict Armament Research.
But with double-digit inflation
and high unemployment, Sudan
needs Gulf investments more than
it needs Iranian weapons.
After his surprise announcement

that Sudan would join the Saudi-led
coalition in Yemen, al-Bashir said
that Gulf states would lift banking
restrictions put in place last year.
A spokesman for Sudan’s central
bank said more Saudi and Emirati
banks were dealing with Sudanese
financial institutions now than they
had recently. A banking source confirmed that there was more activity
from the Gulf in past weeks.
Many voters said they supported
al-Bashir because of the expected
rapprochement with the Gulf.
“Al-Bashir has put us on the right
side of things. The Saudis have the
money to rebuild Egypt, imagine
what they can do here,” said Abdulrahman Hassan, a 52-year-old voter. While Gulf investment could increase, it is unlikely that Saudi or its
allies will move to prop up al-Bashir
as they did President Abdel Fattah
al-Sisi in neighbouring Egypt.
Saudi Arabia worries that Islamists linked to the Muslim Brotherhood, which Riyadh opposes, drive
policy in al-Bashir’s government,
analysts say, and there is growing
anxiety in Sudan’s ruling party that
al-Bashir will sideline Islamists.
“The National Congress Party has
always been split and al-Bashir has
done a good job of balancing that
split. But he has less reason to keep
the Islamists in government now,” a
government source said.
But he can’t move against Brotherhood-linked politicians without
jeopardising the coalition of security commanders and Islamists that
have guaranteed his rule so far, the
source said.
(Reuters)
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Addressing the problem of
youth unemployment is still a
priority for the MENA region

L

ast Labour Day was no different from any other day of
strife and war in the Arab world. Ongoing turmoil in the
region, mostly stemming from the 2011 uprisings,
should not, however, distract attention from the
lingering problem of youth unemployment, which
plagues the region. If unaddressed, this major problem
could be the cause of further instability in the Middle
East and North Africa (MENA).
According to the International Labour Organisation (ILO), youth
unemployment in the MENA region is the highest in the world. The
regional ratio is, in fact, double the global average. In 2013, the
percentage of youth unemployment was estimated at more than
27% in the Middle East and 29% in North Africa. In places like
Tunisia and the occupied Palestinian territories, the ratios hovered
around the 40% mark.
Instead of being a blessing in terms of economic productivity, as it
has been for South Korea a few decades ago, the current “youth
bulge” has been a curse for MENA nations. Inadequate educational
systems have led to a chronic mismatch between supply and
demand of skills. Young graduates are often either over-qualified or
under-qualified for available positions in the job market. At least
one-third of the unemployed today are university-educated.
The business climate in many of the Arab countries is often not
amenable to the creation of jobs for young people. International
reports show that red tape and other restrictions are increasing not
decreasing in many Arab countries. Only three Arab countries are
ranked among the top 50 of the World Bank’s Doing Business report.
The implications from the problem of youth unemployment are
broad for the countries concerned, the wider region and beyond.
Unemployed young men and women are easy prey for the criminal
elements, including human traffickers and jihadist recruiters. They
are candidates for any acts of despair.
The current crisis has also had disastrous effects on social status
of women in the Arab world. The unemployment rates for young
women are on average twice as high than for young men. In these
precarious times, opinion polls are showing a tendency among Arab
populations to believe that men should have priority in being hired.
This trend reflects a worrisome step backwards in social mindsets.
The issue of youth unemployment in the MENA region deserves
the immediate attention of leaders in the region and the world. On it
will depend the stability and security of most Arab countries and
their neighbours.
There has to be a concerted effort at creating value-added jobs for
young people. This would require educational reform, streamlining
of business regulations and greater foreign investment inflows.
Foreign direct investment (FDI) has declined in many parts of the
region since the “Arab spring” with the mounting insecurity
climate created by civil strife since.
Ignoring the problem of youth unemployment will only be a
prescription for further instability and chaos in the MENA region.
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Coexistence threatened?

Minorities in the Arab
world are more than
ever at risk

S

ince man began to keep
records of his travails,
history has shown that
minorities in the Middle
East have always been at
risk. The forced movement of populations, alas, is
Claude Salhani
nothing new but minorities in the
Arab world today are at greater
risk than they have been in a very
long time.
Contributing to that malaise is,
of course, the Islamic State (ISIS),
which is vying for uniformity of
faith and belief in the territory it
controls. And it aims to control as
much territory as it can. Its efforts
to get rid of all those who are different from ISIS members in the
way they choose to worship goes
counter to the very diversification that has given the region this
cultural richness it bathed in over
the centuries.
Be it in the fields of art, poetry,
literature, the sciences of politics,
minorities in the Arab world have
contributed much.
Where would Lebanon be without its multitude of creeds, sects
and beliefs? Where would Iraq be
without its minorities: from the
Chaldeans to the Assyrians to the
greatly misunderstood Yazidis,
often wrongly mistaken for devil
worshipers? And where would Palestine be without its Christians?
Arab minorities have contributed in providing the region with
progressive ideas; be it in founding revolutionary political ideologies, such as the Ba’ath Party,
founded by Salah-al-din al-Bitar, (a
Sunni Muslim) and Michel Aflaq (a
Christian), both followers of Zaki
al-Arsuzi (an atheist).
Or yet, what was known as the
PPS (Parti Populaire Syrien) known
today as the Syrian Social Nationalist Party founded by Antoun
Saadeh, a graduate of the American
University of Beirut (AUB). In its
early years the PPS was very likely
the only truly multi-confessional political party in
Arab minorities have Lebanon and one that attracted a slew of Lebanon’s
contributed in
finer minds.
Just as in Syria, Lebanon
providing the region
and Iraq, Christian miwith progressive
norities have contributed
greatly in the political life
ideas
of the Palestinian resistance; George Habbash, a
graduate from the AUB’s
school of medicine (and Greek
Orthodox), left the profession to
join the Palestinian resistance
and went on to found and lead

one of the most radical groups,
the Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine (PFLP), a group
that espoused Marxist-Leninist
tendencies. Strangely enough after
his death the PFLP lost much of
its clout and many of its members
made the jump from Marxism and
joined the ranks of Hamas, the
Islamist Palestinian movement. Or
Nayef Hawatmeh, another Greek
Orthodox, who led the Democratic
Front for the Liberation of Palestine.
But the narrow-mindedness of
those leading the ISIS charge is
blind to everything and everyone
that does not follow the leaders’ directives. The manner in which they
have taken out their hatred and
ignorance against works of historic
value by taking sledge hammers to
statues and other vestiges of the
past speaks volumes about their
ignorance.
Suffice to look at what they have
done to Syria and Iraq and shudder.

Be it in the fields
of art, poetry,
literature,
the sciences
of politics,
minorities in the
Arab world have
contributed
much
They have enslaved people by
the hundreds, placing them in
cages and selling them off in markets as though they were exotic
animals. They execute anybody
not in total agreement with them.
They have crucified others. There
have been reports from the parts
of Iraq controlled by ISIS that they
are targeting educated women and
killing them.
This from a country that just a
few years ago prided itself as having the highest number of women
with doctorates.
The mayhem and hate they
have dispersed over parts of Syria
and Iraq, they are now seeking to
export to the rest of the region.
Minorities, of course, are the ones
who feel the most threatened, and
with good cause.
Claude Salhani is Opinion section
editor. Follow him on Twitter @
claudesalhani.
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The mutual expectations of Camp David

W

hen US President
Barack Obama
announced the
nuclear framework agreed by
the P5+1 and
Iran,
he
was
quick
to acknowledge
Hussein Ibish
the concerns of America’s Middle
East allies. He specifically mentioned that he had already spoken
with Saudi King Salman bin
Abdul-Aziz Al Saud and that he
intended to invite the Gulf
Cooperation Council (GCC) states
to a summit. The invitations were
duly issued and the allies are to
meet at the White House May 13th
at the Camp David presidential
retreat May 14th.
At a time of unusual strain and
suspicion in the relationship, much
is at stake in the upcoming conversation. Here is what both sides want
to talk about, hope to get and may
come away with.
The American side will focus on
trying to explain to
the Arab delegations
It is essential that
what it is doing, precisely, in negotiations
neither leaves
with Iran. Washington
empty-handed
understands full well
that the Arab states
could prove very dangerous opponents of
an agreement if they decide to
obstruct implementation of a deal.
Moreover, it is important to the
United States that an agreement
with Iran does not come at the ex-

pense of traditional Middle Eastern
alliances. The US strategic relationship with the Gulf states is, in many
cases, very old and deeply rooted.
It is based on existing and very
serious shared mutual interests and
not whims, caprice or experimentation.
From the American point of view,
there is no zero-sum relationship
between a strategic US alliance with
Arab states and efforts to negotiate
a peaceful resolution of the dispute
over Iran’s nuclear programme. On
the contrary, Washington’s perspective is that the Arab states (and
Israel) have much to gain from an
agreement that, the White House
says, provides the only viable
means of ensuring that Iran does
not become a nuclear power in the
foreseeable future. The American
side will be stressing that the Arab
states, too, will be beneficiaries of
the agreement and that it will not
be at their expense.
The Arab states are sceptical.
They are not particularly concerned about Iran actually using a
nuclear weapon. What they worry
about is a hegemonic, and even
imperialistic, Iran emerging from an
agreement strengthened and more
aggressive than ever. The deepest
fear is that the United States will,
in effect, abandon its opposition to
Iran’s threatening regional policies.
As long as the Iranians are willing
to compromise on the nuclear file,
the fear goes, the Americans may

no longer care much about Iran’s
efforts to expand its influence
through proxies that destabilise
the region, engage in terrorism and
exploit sectarian divisions.
First and foremost, the GCC states
will want to know that the United
States will continue to oppose, in
deed as well as word, the aggressive
Iranian posture in the Middle East.
The Arab states will want to know
what the United States is willing to
do with regard to Iran’s influence
in Syria, Lebanon, Iraq and Yemen,
among other flashpoints.
From their point of view, a complete rejection by the United States
of any proactive policy to reverse
Iran’s strategic gains in these areas
will confirm their worst fears.
Washington did, at least rhetorically, support the Saudi-led intervention in Yemen and the Gulf states
will want clear signs that this will
continue. They will also be looking for support for the joint Arab
military force that the Arab League
is attempting to assemble.
Both the Arab states and the
United States will be asking
pointed questions about how best
to oppose terrorist groups like the
Islamic State (ISIS) or al-Qaeda.
Americans will want strong assurances regarding a crackdown on
private financial support for terrorist groups, while the Arabs will
look for a clear commitment by the
United States that the Syrian dictator Bashar Assad must go, which

they believe is a prerequisite for
breaking the power of ISIS in Syria.
Ideally, the Arab states would
have wanted a new strategic arrangement with the United States
that amounted to a nuclear umbrella. It has been made clear that
they are not going to get that and
they understand this.

Ideally, the Arab
states would
have wanted a
new strategic
arrangement
with the United
States
So they will be looking for more
weapons sales and, especially, a
new level of technology transfer
to give them a qualitative military
edge over Iran and its proxies.
They will see this military technology transfer as not just practically
important but symbolically valuable as a sign of trust.
Both sides will arrive at Camp
David with a fairly long laundry list
of requests and questions. To protect and preserve their vital strategic relationships, it is essential that
neither leaves empty-handed.
Hussein Ibish is a senior resident
scholar at the Arab Gulf States
Institute in Washington.

Yemen: Victim of the Saudi-Iranian Rivalry
Washington

Y

emen has become the
latest arena for the
Saudi-Iranian rivalry
roiling the Middle
East. What was once
Alireza Nader
an internal struggle
for power among various Yemeni
factions and personalities has
turned into a proxy war between
Riyadh and Tehran.
The Houthi takeover of the
capital and other major cities has
prompted Saudi air strikes against
multiple military and civilian targets. The Houthis, most of whom
belong to a branch of Shia Islam,
are viewed as Iranian “proxies” by
the Saudis. Iran, while maintaining
limited leverage over the Houthis,
has done nothing to disabuse the
Saudis of this notion. Tehran views
the Houthis not as a strategic ally,
but rather as a useful counter to
its chief regional rival. Meanwhile,
US military support for the Saudi
campaign against the Houthis may
serve to reassure a key Arab ally
wary of the emerging nuclear deal
between Iran and the United States.
But in the end, neither side in the
conflict is likely to emerge as a clear
winner. Saudi Arabia is unlikely
to impose its will on Yemen; Iran
is not going to greatly expand its
influence on the Arabian Peninsula;
and the United States will have to
contend with al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula (AQAP) as it gobbles
up more Yemeni territory.
Absent a political solution,
Yemen is likely to slide into further
instability with grave consequences
for all involved.
Saudi Arabia fears a nuclear
deal between Iran and the P5+1
(the United States, the United
Kingdom, France, Russia,
China and Germany) will
Iran will continue to usher in détente between
Washington and Tehran
view the Yemen
and invariably boost Iran’s
power. After all, Iran is
conflict as a way to
the predominant regional
provoke and deplete power now engaged in
Iraq, Syria and Lebanon.
Saudi Arabia
And it is more likely than
not that Iran would exploit
future instability in other
Arab countries, especially
if it undermines Saudi authority.
Riyadh views the Houthi ascent
in Yemen as the next step of Iran’s

regional agenda. In reality, the
Houthis had fought against Yemen’s central authority long before
Iran decided to take notice of them.
Also, the Houthis, and Yemen in
general, have been peripheral concerns for Iran. But the Saudi perception of the Houthis as Iranian
pawns has become an opportunity
for Iran to exploit Saudi fears.
The Saudis may fear Iranian ambitions in the Middle East but Iran
strongly perceives Saudi Arabia as
fuelling efforts to undermine the
Islamic Republic and its allies. This
fear underlies Iranian expansion
throughout the Arab world. While
Iran may be perceived as aggressive
in the Arab world, Iranians themselves see their country under siege
from the Sunnis and their allies in
the West, particularly Washington.
From Tehran’s perspective, it is
no surprise that Washington has
provided support for the Saudi
campaign.
Iran is unlikely to provoke the
United States and complicate the

nuclear negotiations by overtly
interfering in the Yemeni conflict,
keeping its support for the Houthis
low-key and limited. However, Iran
will continue to view the Yemen
conflict as a way to provoke and
deplete Saudi Arabia.
But while the Yemen war has
become an extension of the SaudiIranian rivalry, it could also serve
as a good opportunity for détente
between the two countries. Iranian
President Hassan Rohani has expressed an interest in dialling down
tensions with Riyadh. And it is possible that pragmatic Saudi leaders
may come around to this view.
Relations between the two
powers, while never great in the
past three decades, have been at
times manageable and superficially
cordial. Instability in Yemen does
not benefit Iran, Saudi Arabia or
the United States. AQAP is a major
threat to all three countries. And
neither side in the Yemeni conflict
has the capability to impose central
authority in Yemen by itself.

Without a political solution
negotiated by Washington, Tehran
and Riyadh, the poorest country
in the Arabian Peninsula may turn
out to be the next Syria or Libya, a
perennial source of radicalism and
terrorism infecting the Middle East.
A nuclear agreement between Iran
and the United States is an opportunity for de-escalation, rather
than a zero-sum push for regional
supremacy by Saudi Arabia and
Iran.
Of course, this may be all wishful
thinking. Iranian and Saudi leaders
seem committed to defeating the
other. Pragmatic voices in both
countries may be drowned out by
sectarian fears and a “victory on
the horizon” mentality. But there is
no foreseeable victory. All sides are
losers in this conflict, especially the
people of Yemen.
Alireza Nader is a senior
international policy analyst at the
non-profit, nonpartisan RAND
Corporation.
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Iraq’s displaced, a ticking time bomb
Nermeen Mufti

Baghdad

I

t took three days for a doctoral
candidate at Anbar University
and 13 of his family members
to trek 110 kilometres from
their home in the eastern Iraq
city of Ramadi to escape rampaging
militants of the Islamic State (ISIS)
and reach Baghdad, a safe haven of
sorts.
“There were no taxis and thousands of people had to walk every
inch of what takes two hours by
car,” the graduate student told The
Arab Weekly, speaking on condition
of anonymity because relatives remain within ISIS territory.
“We had to sleep on the ground
and all the way we had to put up
with politicians accusing us on social media of collaborating with ISIS
if we stayed in Ramadi or being terrorist sleeper cells if we made it to
Baghdad.”
The student complained that,
despite the accusations, those displaced from Anbar province, where
ISIS has seized a large area, have
“become a source of profit for a lot
of people”.
For instance, his family rented a
one-bedroom apartment in Baghdad but the owner charged a gouging 1.5 million dinars ($1,300) a
month, way above the normal rate.

The most troubling
aspect is the fate of
400,000 displaced in
Anbar
The student is part of a growing crisis in war-torn Iraq with the
displaced prey to countrymen who
see only profit in misery. One out
of every ten Iraqis — 2.7 million
people — has become an internally
displaced person (IDP) with little access to humanitarian assistance.
This growing multitude of savagely uprooted civilians, which
emerged during a surge of violence
in January 2014, has joined the
ranks of some 1 million Iraqis dis-

placed in earlier waves of conflict
over the past decade, the UN High
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) says.
For now, the most troubling aspect is the fate of 400,000 displaced in Anbar, the largest of Iraq’s
18 provinces, where civilians fleeing ongoing fighting in Ramadi, the
provincial capital, face numerous
challenges — dwindling resources,
military checkpoints where they are
vulnerable to extortion or worse,
entry restrictions (no one can get
into Baghdad without sponsors)
and predatory armed groups every
mile of the way, relief workers say.
In the last two weeks of April, an
estimated 114,000 Iraqis fled Ramadi as fighting between the Iraqi
Army and ISIS raged, UNHCR statistics indicate. Of these, about 39,000
remain trapped within the predominantly Sunni province.
It is said that Anbar’s IDPs were
seeking shelter wherever they could
find it in relatively quieter areas
such as Khalidiya, Habbaniyah and
Amriyat al-Fallujah.
Although Iraq has been ravaged
by wars and insurrection for 35
years, there was no authority for
refugees and IDPs until 2003 when
the Ministry of Migration and Displacement was established following the US-led invasion that ousted
Saddam Hussein.
Even so, Iraqi authorities are
clearly unable to handle the mushrooming IDP crisis. They say the
Baghdad government does not have
the funds or the organisation to be
of help. That may have something
to do with the fact that the government is dominated by Shia Muslims
and most of the refugees are members of the minority Sunni sect.
At the outset of the crisis in June
2014, when ISIS took control of the
northern city of Mosul, Iraq’s second largest urban centre, the Baghdad government allocated $200
million to a committee to aid the
displaced, chaired by Deputy Prime
Minister Saleh al-Mutlaq.
He announced in April that $48.8
million had been spent on aiding
some 900,000 Iraqi IDPs. But it did
not seem to make much of a dent in

the humanitarian crisis
“My husband and I sold everything we had to repair our roof to
protect our children from the rain
and the cold,” said a mother of five
about her family home in Tal Afar,
near Baghdad, who is now living in
a mosque in Karbala, south of the
capital, with ten other families.
“We were forced out of our home
by ISIS on the night it occupied Tal
Afar on June 10, 2014,” she lamented. The woman, speaking on condition of anonymity because she fears
for the safety of her family, told The
Arab Weekly that people and the
local government in Karbala have
been providing her family with relief aid.

In the last two weeks
of April, an
estimated 114,000
Iraqis fled Ramadi
But relief workers in the city say
that the rapidly growing number of
IDPs is “beyond control” after the
latest wave from Anbar.
Ahmad Agha, 23, who runs
Ghawth, an independent relief
group of Iraqi youth raising funds
and operating across the country,
told The Arab Weekly, “Most of the
IDPs walked for 110 kilometres from
Ramadi to Baghdad with nothing
but the clothes on their backs.”
He said that while international
relief organisations operate in the
field, “We need Iraqi hands and
money to help the IDPs.”
Ali Bayati, founder of the Turkmen Rescue Foundation, said there
are about 400,000 displaced Turkmen, Iraq’s third largest ethnic
group, whose plight is largely neglected.
“We’re helping the Turkmen but
we need to do much more,” he told
The Arab Weekly. He described the
conditions under which the displaced are forced to live as “very
tragic and sad”. He alleged there’s
“corruption” in international agencies operating in northern Iraq
which means insufficient funds are
reaching the needy.
Faten Sarraf, an Iraqi engineer liv-

A children’s crisis
ing in Dubai, raises funds for IDPs
in the Arbat camp in the northern Kurdish city of Sulaymaniyah
which she visited in February. She
described the conditions there as
“beyond imagination”.
“The situation was terrible,” she
told The Arab Weekly. “People are
living in tents on the cold ground.
They have little milk to feed their
babies. There’s no medicine to treat
the elderly who’re suffering from flu
and high fever.”
In one week, she said, the camp
population swelled by another 900

families. Teba Tariq, a displaced
teacher working with schoolgirls
sheltering in Erbil, asked her students to “write letters to a world
that might hear their voices”.
She said that two out of every
three girls fear that “their situation
will deteriorate” and expressed
concern about family members left
behind, homesickness and a crippling sense of alienation.

pickup truck. There were more than
30 people crammed in it, children,
men and women. We drove off and
used back roads to get out through
the western part of the town. There
was a lot of burning and pillars of
smoke in many places. It was very
scary.”
They drove for 50 kilometres from
Ramadi through Falluja, a city where
a few years ago US Marines fought
jihadist fighters in their biggest battles since Vietnam. Um Ahmed’s
truck was stopped and searched at
ten Iraqi Army roadblocks along the
way.
“We were afraid they’d turn us
back,” she recalled, “Where would
we go?”
At last, after many hours, they arrived at the Bzabz bridge, a makeshift pontoon across the Euphrates
river, about 65 kilometres west of
Baghdad. The bridge marks the
boundary between Anbar and the
capital.
There, the real agony began.
“Security forces refused to let
us cross the bridge and asked us to
bring a sponsor to pick us up,” she
said, confirming Iraqi media reports
that indicated the Iraqi Army sought
to ensure that no ISIS sleeper cells
could sneak into Baghdad disguised
as refugees.
Waiting under a scorching sun on
the banks of Euphrates, Um Ahmed
said she weaved her way through
hundreds of bedraggled Iraqis towards the bridge. Many of the refugees were covered in mud from
walking near the river as they inched

their way to a precarious safety.
Um Ahmed said she saw crowds
of bewildered and frightened elderly people and children sleeping
near vehicles or on the banks of the
river, where some washed or drank
to quench their thirst. She said that
some told her they had been stranded there for several days in the blistering sun.

Nermeen Mufti, based in Baghdad,
has covered Iraqi issues for three
decades.

Letter from Baghdad

Um Ahmed’s ‘day from hell’
Omar Hejab

Baghdad

T

he dawn call to prayer
was quickly followed by
the sound of explosions
and screaming as forces
of the so-called Islamic
State (ISIS) began their attack on the
western Iraqi desert city of Ramadi
last month.
“The militants are coming,” people shouted. “It was a day from hell,”
recalled Um Ahmed, a 42-year-old
widow. That day, April 20th, she and
many others from the town, set out
on the arduous 110-kilometre trek —
much of it on foot — to Baghdad to
get away from the extremists.
Like other conservative women of
Bedouin tribal origin, she identified
herself as the mother of her eldest
son. She was demurely dressed as
befits an observant Muslim woman in a headscarf and a long, loose
black dress.
Um Ahmed is one of an estimated
2.7 million people — one in 10 Iraqis
— who have been displaced in their
country by fighting that has been going on since the US-led invasion of
2003.
This vast army of the displaced is
constantly on the move in Iraq, from
hotspots to less-troubled areas,
fleeing jihadist violence or sectarian fighting between Sunnis and the
more numerous Shia Muslims.
Anbar is Iraq’s largest province,
encompassing most of the country’s

Journey ordeal for many
western territory that borders Syria,
Jordan and Saudi Arabia.
Most of Anbar’s inhabitants are
Sunnis but they fear ISIS. Although
it too is Sunni, ISIS considers Muslims who do not follow its ultra-orthodox dogma apostates.
Clashes in western Iraq began
December 30, 2013, when Iraqi security forces arrested a Sunni lawmaker from Anbar on charges of
treason. ISIS moved into parts of
the province in the summer of 2014
and seized much of the territory. By
early this year, most of the province
was under ISIS rule.
Speaking to The Arab Weekly after
she arrived in Baghdad, Um Ahmed

recalled the agony she and others
had endured on their dangerous odyssey from Ramadi.
“At first we had to wait near my
house for several hours because
there was heavy fighting,” she recalled, her face reflecting the fear
as the memories crowded in on her.
“Jet planes whizzed through the
skies and we kept hearing explosions from every direction.
“We were told that ISIS was coming and that Ramadi would fall into
their hands,” she recalled in a quavering voice. Iraqi government forces are still fighting with ISIS militants for control of the city.
“I hopped into my neighbour’s

By then, I was so
tired and afraid that I
felt I was going to
faint
“There were hundreds of people
wherever you looked,” she said.
“They were sleeping in the dirt.
They had no blankets. Nothing.” she
said. “We had no water and no food
as we lugged our bags or waited in
the heat. “By then, I was so tired and
afraid that I felt I was going to faint,”
she said, breaking into tears.
When night came, and the temperature dropped, Iraqi soldiers allowed a few dozen people whose
sponsors had turned up to cross
the bridge. Um Ahmed was among
them. She said she walked for several hours until she reached Baghdad.
“My brother and sister were waiting for me,” she said. Her ordeal was
over.
“I felt my soul came back to me.
I only felt safe when I saw them
standing there.”
Omar Hejab is an Arab Weekly
contributor based in Baghdad.
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Former US Ambassador to Syria Robert Ford:
‘The regime’s internal cohesion is at risk.’
Justin Salhani

Washington

R

obert Ford, widely regarded as one of the US
State Department’s top
Arabists, was appointed
ambassador to Syria in
December 2010, just months before
the uprising against the Assad regime began. Ford refused to cover
events from the safe confines of
the US Embassy even after what
began as a peaceful protest movement turned into a civil war. He
openly supported the anti-Assad
movement and travelled to the city
of Hama to express solidarity with
local protesters.
In October 2011, Ford was withdrawn from Syria, due to what the
State Department termed “credible threats” on his life after Syrian
state television launched a crusade
against the ambassador, accusing him of supporting opposition
death squads. Ford remained the official US envoy to Syria and closely
followed developments there until
he retired from the State Department in February 2014.
The Arab Weekly recently talked

with Ford, now a senior fellow at
Washington’s Middle East Institute, about the future of Syria, the
role of various actors on the ground
and what explains the regime’s recent losses.
Ford sees the possibility of Syria
being carved into six areas: In the
north, Jaish al-Fatah, which is predominantly Islamist (including
al-Nusra Front and other groups).
Further east, the Kurds have an
autonomous zone. In south Raqqa
and Deir al Zour, the Islamic State
(ISIS) is the most powerful force.
The regime maintains control in
Homs, Damascus and
along the Mediterranean coast. On the
southern front, the
first army in Deraa
controls up to the
southern Damascus
suburbs. The Druze
may
eventually
claim their own
area as well.

This splitting of Syria “is not
particularly good for American
interests”, Ford said. “But the alternative is some kind of national
reconciliation and we are far away
from that.”
Ford attributes recent victories by the opposition to “surging
material support from across the
Turkish border”. In addition, he
said, Saudi Arabia, Qatar and Turkey have worked through some
of their disagreements. “The conglomeration between the Islamic
Front, Haraket ash-Sham and Jaish
al-Fatah [is] a potent
combination,”
he said.

In recent weeks, Ford was widely
quoted for suggesting that the Assad regime is on its last legs but
his view is in fact much more nuanced. “Personally, I never thought
[Assad] was doing that well, [but]
I think they are nowhere near collapse,” he said. More ominous,
though, “are unconfirmed reports
of infighting between the National
Defence Force and the Syrian Army
in Latakia and Homs. If that’s true,
the regime’s internal cohesion is at
risk.”
Overall, according to Ford, “[Assad] is worse off now in 2015 than
in 2013 or 2014.”
Ford finds the role of Jabhat alNusra to be especially intriguing.
“They have a foot in two different camps,” he said. “There is a nationalist element and not as much
of a foreign jihadi element as with
the Islamic State. They do coordinate with the secular opposition
and Islamist groups that are not as
extreme.”
But the question yet to be answered is, “are they loyal to [alQaeda chief Ayman] Zawahiri or to
Syria?”
Ford described ISIS as a “potent”
force in both Iraq and Syria. “They
almost took over Ramadi and are

still fighting in parts of Diyala province. I never thought they’d take
over Baghdad considering the large
Shia population… but they’re still
pretty potent.”
Reports that ISIS leader Abu Bakr
al-Baghdadi has been seriously injured could slow the group’s progress, Ford believes. “The loss of
Baghdadi might delay the Islamic
State’s strategy going forward in
Syria, and that would benefit the
non-extremist opposition,” he said.
Ford was perhaps the last US diplomat to meet with Bashar Assad
and does not believe a renewed US
dialogue with the regime is likely.
In any event, Ford said: “In the
end it doesn’t matter what Americans think, it’s about what Syrians think. If the Syrian armed
opposition doesn’t accept Assad,
any American [deal] would become rapidly irrelevant. If Syrians
were to agree, I don’t think Americans would refuse. Though, after
chemical weapons attacks and war
crimes I can’t imagine the Americans would be [willing to negotiate
with Assad].”
Justin Salhani is a Washington
correspondent for The Arab
Weekly.

Syrian antiquities fall prey to militants and bandits
Antoine Kaser

Damascus

A

s Syria’s civil war drags
on, the country’s centuries-old treasures are
being systematically pillaged and destroyed.
The Syrian government has complained of its inability to protect its
monuments nationwide, especially
in areas that are under the control
of the Islamic State (ISIS) and other
opposition groups. Realising the
potential rewards for artefacts in
museums or still underground, privateer looters and armed groups
have set about seizing and selling
Syria’s historical treasures.
“How can we protect more than
34 museums throughout Syria with
about 300,000 artefacts?” asked
Maamoun Abdulkarim, head of
Syria’s General Directorate of Antiquities and Museums.
Abdulkarim told The Arab Weekly there were more than 10,000

Jihadists at the door

archaeological sites in areas controlled by militants or armed
groups in northern and central
Syria.
ISIS, which has overrun most of
Syria’s north east and north west,
has a string of major archaeological sites in its hands. Its militants
have pillaged sites, excavated others and destroyed relics and statues
as part of their purge of what they
see as paganism. In neighbouring
Iraq, ISIS militants have destroyed
some of the country’s most precious cultural and historical heritage.
Archaeologists have drawn parallels between the assaults on the
cultural history of Syria and Iraq
with the Taliban’s destruction of
the Bamiyan Buddhas in Afghanistan in 2001.
The UN Educational, Scientific
and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO) condemned the destruction
of sites in Iraq and Syria as “cultural
cleansing”. UN Secretary-General
Ban Ki-moon described the actions
as a “war crime”.

ISIS, which rules a self-proclaimed caliphate in parts of Iraq
and Syria, promotes a fiercely purist interpretation of Sunni Islam,
inspired from early Islamic history.
The militant group rejects religious
shrines of any sort and condemns
adherents of the rival Shia sect and
fellow Sunnis who do not follow
ISIS as heretics.
Mindful of events in neighbouring Iraq following the collapse of
the regime of Saddam Hussein in
2003, when museums were ransacked, the Syrian government and
experts cautioned of the possible
demise of the country’s treasures.
Damascus turned to UNESCO,
urging it to protect Syrian archaeological sites and museums. The
government warned that the sites
face the danger of being looted
or ruined at the hands of ISIS under the pretext that they promote
apostasy.
Abdulkarim said many archaeological sites bore the fallout of raging clashes in Syria, whose capital
Damascus is thought to be the

most ancient populated city in the
world.
More than 1,000 shops were destroyed two years ago in the markets of the Old Aleppo in northern
Syria; many others were pillaged
and vandalised. Several historic
buildings, such as the Umayyad
Mosque and the museum in Aleppo, were severely damaged.
Syrian officials said more than
140 archaeological buildings and
thousands of old houses were damaged in Aleppo, Syria’s commercial
centre. At least 14 sites in Aleppo
on the World Heritage List were
also hit.
“It’s a real catastrophe,” groaned
Abdulkarim.
He said Aleppo’s archaeological
sites bore the bulk of the destruction, with lesser damage found in
other historic sites in the central
cities of Homs and Hama and the
southern province of Daraa.
Some Christian churches and
shrines in areas controlled by ISIS
and other militant Islamist groups
were torched. ISIS fighters destroyed the statues at the Assyrian-era Tel Ajaji site, a prehistoric
settlement in Syria’s far eastern
Hassakeh city, according to Abdulkarim, who noted that dozens
of other Assyrian-era statues were
smashed in southern Hassakeh.
“This is related to their extremist
ideological doctrine and has nothing to do with the clashes,” he said.
Recently, Abdulkarim’s department said in a statement that
gangs have turned Idlib museum
in northern Syria into a dormitory for their members and stole
all contents of a museum in the
Busra al-Sham Citadel in southern
Syria.
Abdulkarim said there was a
“menacing danger” on the country’s cultural heritage because of
the “spread of organised gangs”.
In an implicit reference to Turkey, Abdulkarim charged that some
regional countries had facilitated
the entry of jihadists into Syria.
His war-torn country, once a
regional trade centre, is home to
several imposing crusader-era fortresses, including the famed Krak
des Chevaliers — Castle of the
Knights — that Lawrence of Arabia
once called the best in the world.
UNESCO has placed six Syrian
sites on the World Heritage List;

the old cities of Damascus and
Aleppo, al-Madhiq castle, the Krak
des Chevaliers, the ancient city of
Bosra and the ancient site of Palmyra as well as ancient villages in
northern Syria.
The
security
vacuum
has
prompted people in some culturally rich areas to form “neighbourhood watch” programmes. Residents armed with guns, sticks and
clubs set up self-styled checkpoints
and barricades to ward off looters
from archaeological sites.

More than

10,000

archaeological sites
in areas controlled
by militants or armed
groups in northern
and central Syria
Abdulkarim voiced concern over
many archaeological sites under
the control of opposition groups.
He warned that a “real disaster”
was happening at Apamea site in
the central city of Hama and in the
Dura-Europos, the 2,300-year-old
city overlooking the Euphrates river in Deir Ez-Zor province in north
east Syria, where gangs have been
digging for more than one year. The
ancient city of Mari, which is on the
site of Tell Hariri on the western
bank of the Euphrates in Deir EzZor, was also looted by ISIS.
The Syrian official’s distress was
echoed by a French archaeologist who lived in Damascus for 20
years. “I cannot stop crying every
day. What’s happening in Syria is
just awful,” she said.
The archaeologist, who asked for
anonymity, said she visits Lebanon
to stay close to Syria.
“It is most distressing to see the
history of the world, not only of
Syria, being destroyed under our
eyes … It is the soul of the country
which is being wiped out,” she told
The Arab Weekly in Beirut. “It is
more than a crime; there is no word
to describe it.”
Antoine Kaser, based in Damascus,
has covered Syrian affairs for
nearly three decades.
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Freedom allows youth
to play active role in
Tunisian civil society
Roua Khlifi

Tunis

T

The end of autocratic politics after the 2011 revolution in Tunisia gave young
people an unprecedented
chance to be active in civil
society. Independent organisations
mushroomed around the country
with the new-found freedom of expression and organisation and a remapping of civil society. Youth-run
organisations assumed an important role in civil society monitoring
political developments and actively
contributing to the democratic transition.
Youth-led organisations used
communication technology to widen their outreach. They developed
online platforms to promote the
values of citizenship and transparency.
Launched in 2011, the anti-corruption organisation I Watch set out
to monitor and evaluate the performance of political parties and possibly identify instances of corruption.
In 2012, I Watch started a website,
Belkamcha (“Caught red-handed”),
to report cases of corruption.
“When we didn’t have funds
and support, we thought of how to
make an impact and the answer was
always technology,” I Watch President Achref Aouadi told The Arab
Weekly.
Young Independent Democrats
(JID), a non-profit organisation,
created Ikthiyar Tounes (“Tunisia’s
choice”), a website designed to help
voters choose between political parties.
“It is a political compass to help
voters decide. Questions on issues
that are not clearly defined in the
electoral programmes are submitted to political parties,” Emir Sfaxi,

the head of JID told The Arab Weekly.
In addition to Belkamcha, I Watch
recently launched two websites, the
Sebsi meter and Essid meter to evaluate the performances of the new
president and the new prime minister. The websites were a continuation of the Jomaa meter an online
platform aimed at assessing the performance of former prime minister
Mehdi Jomaa. The “meters” try to
measure to what extent politicians
fulfil their election promises.
“The aim is to establish a culture
of accountability so that decisionmakers do not make promises just
to be elected,” said Aouadi. “More
accountability might mean people
will commit to their promises and
voters will gain trust in politicians.
People won’t boycott and will realise that their voices do really matter.”
I Watch has also inaugurated
space, named el Lokal, for organisations that cannot afford to rent a
place or have an office.
“The idea is to give the same
chances to everyone and to end the
monopoly by certain [non-governmental organisations] NGOs over
civil society in Tunisia. For us, if
you have the commitment, we will
help you run things without asking
for anything,” Aouadi said.

Independent
organisations
mushroomed around
the country with the
new-found freedom
of expression
“If you are an NGO with a small
budget, how can we help reduce the
cost? If they need a space for training or anything, they don’t need to
book a hotel. They can come and get
this space for free,” he said.

Space launched by “I watch” to accommodate small-budget organisations
Other NGOs, like Tun’Act, try to
disseminate the values of citizenship by promoting a culture of activism among young people and
raising awareness about their role
in political decision-making processes.
“Our most important project is
the Tunisian Youth Parliament,
an event that brings, for five days,
youth between 18 and 30 from
all over Tunisia to express their
opinion, learn to listen and understand parliamentary process,” Zied
Touzani, president of Tun’Act, explained.
Although civil society has experienced a significant growth since
the revolution, a number of obstacles hinder its full development especially when dealing with young
people.
Aouadi said the main issue facing
young people in civil society is the
generation gap that is steeped in
the mentality of civil society leaders. Today, despite the importance

given to youth, social stereotypes
endure.
“Being young is already an obstacle. People want to categorise
you in certain activities like fun and
entertainment, not elections or corruption,” he said.

Civil society
is still new to
Tunisians
Sfaxi said the culture of activism
is frail among young people and
that is one of the main issues that
civil society in Tunisia faces.
“Civil society is still new to Tunisians even though we have older organisations but these are the historical dinosaurs of civil society. These
organisations are led by older generations, but motivation of youth
members is an issue,” Sfaxi stated.
Despite their resourcefulness and
creativity, young people in Tunisia
still struggle with trust in politi-

cians. Their low turnout during
recent elections raised many questions over their willingness to get
involved in matters that could decide the future of their country.
“We can’t blame the youth for
their abstention as no politician really talked to them,” Touzani said.
Other activists said the low participation of young people in the
elections does not reflect a stance
against politics.
“Why does a young man wake
up early, go to a polling station to
observe and monitor the elections,
but does not vote? It is important
not to misportray reality and say
they don’t care. Youth identify with
youth so if there are no other young
candidates they won’t go to vote,”
Aouadi explained.
“In Tunisia, there was this disappointment about politicians. Their
bad performance widened the gap.”
Roua Khlifi is a regular Arab
Weekly contributor in Tunis.

UN deals blow to AU’s approach on Western Sahara
Saad Guerraoui

Casablanca

T

he UN Security Council
has dealt a heavy blow
to African Union recommendations for changes
to the mandate of the
peacekeeping mission in the disputed North African territory of
Western Sahara.
The Security Council unanimously extended the UN Mission
for the Referendum in Western Sahara (MINURSO) — a peacekeeping
force — in mineral-rich Western Sahara through April 30, 2016.
Morocco annexed the former
Spanish colony in 1975, prompting
the Polisario Front independence
movement to wage a guerrilla war
for a separate state. That lasted until 1991 when the United Nations
brokered a ceasefire and sent in
MINURSO.

Today, Sahara is
made up of large
cities, many ports
and industries
Moroccan Ambassador to the
United Nations Omar Hilale welcomed Resolution 2218, saying
that it “confirms for the ninth consecutive year the pre-eminence of
the Moroccan autonomy initiative
and Morocco’s credible and serious
efforts to settle this regional conflict which has lasted too long”.
Polisario has complained about
Western firms prospecting for
natural resources based on permits
issued by Morocco but Hilale defended the North African country

against accusations of exploitation
of Western Sahara’s natural resources. The disputed territory is
rich in phosphates and potentially
offshore oil and natural gas.
“The exploitation is legal,” Hilale
said April 28th at a news conference following the adoption of the
UN resolution.
“When Morocco recovered its
southern provinces, there were
only two small villages of Laayoune and Dakhla. There was no
electricity, no water, no schools,
let alone hospitals and a little population because of its nomadic nature, “he added.
“Today, Sahara is made up of
large cities, many ports and industries and Dakhla is an unavoidable
international tourist destination,”
said Hilale, highlighting Morocco’s
multi-billion-dollar investments in
the southern provinces during the
last 40 years.
UN Secretary-General Ban Kimoon noted that Western Sahara
continued to benefit from considerable public investment.
Hilale dismissed a call by the African Union for MINURSO to monitor human rights in Western Sahara, calling its position “biased”.
Morocco withdrew from the African Union in 1984 when the bloc
recognised the Sahrawi Arab Democratic Republic proclaimed by the
Polisario Front.
The African Union wanted the
resolution to explicitly state that
MINURSO’s job is to organise a referendum. However, Rabat rejected
calls for MINURSO to conduct human rights monitoring, saying the
African Union has no right to interfere in the long-standing issue.
The Moroccan kingdom insists
that the disputed territory should

have autonomy, not independence, a position rejected by Polisario.
Meanwhile, the Security Council welcomed Morocco’s efforts
and achievements in human rights
development and renewed its confidence in national institutions,
particularly the National Council
on Human Rights, known by its
French initials CNDH, and its role
in the promotion and protection of
human rights.

A political solution
to the longstanding
issue is needed more
than ever due to the
growing threat by
extremist groups
Elhannouchi Abderrazzak, a top
CNDH official, told The Arab Weekly that the resolution consolidated
the efforts of national human
rights organisations in defending
Sahrawis’ rights in the region and
Morocco’s openness to UN human
rights bodies.
A political solution to the longstanding issue is needed more than
ever due to the growing threat by
extremist groups, such as al-Qaeda
in the Islamic Maghreb, in the Sahara and the Sahel regions.
“Forty years after the start of
this conflict, it is clear that the status quo is simply not sustainable,”
British Deputy Ambassador to the
United Nations Peter Wilson told
the Security Council.
Wilson repeated Ban’s recent
warning that the lack of a political
solution on Western Sahara could
have regional repercussions amid
a growing extremist threat in the

The 40-year conflict
region.
“The United Nations is now
linking a solution to the Western
Sahara issue with the geopolitical
landscape in the region which is
witnessing a fragile security situation because of a growing terror-

ist threat, especially in the Sahel,”
said Abderrazzak.
Saad Guerraoui is a Moroccan
writer and regular contributor
to The Arab Weekly on Maghreb
issues.
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Libya’s Benghazi torn by chaos

Limited sense of normalcy. Children go back to school after long interruption.

Benghazi

W

hen Libyan government forces and
Islamist
militants
battled with artillery
right in his district,
Khalil al-Barassi knew it was time to
pack up.
He moved his family into an abandoned schoolhouse, where they live
on aid from the Red Crescent while
the city around them falls to pieces.
After a year of war, Benghazi, Libya’s second-largest city, is divided
into areas controlled by forces loyal
to one of two rival Libyan governments and areas held by Islamist
fighters led by the group Washington blames for the 2012 attack that
killed its ambassador.
The city was the birthplace of the
revolt that toppled dictator Muammar Qaddafi in 2011, with residents
who pride themselves on a willingness to rise up and defend themselves from exploitation.
But with rockets crashing daily
into its boulevards, neighbourhoods reduced to rubble and
around a tenth of its 1 million people made homeless, Benghazi has
become one of the worst examples
of the chaos that followed Qaddafi’s
downfall.
As elsewhere in Libya, armed

groups have lined up behind the two
rival governments. In Benghazi, one
government backs a Qaddafi-era
army general and the other backs
the Islamists.
Both pay fighters out of central
revenues under a system set up after Qaddafi’s downfall, which saw
scores of armed groups placed on
the public payroll, effectively subsidising civil war from the country’s
oil exports.
Some of Benghazi’s 90,000 displaced people have moved in with
relatives living in safer areas. Others, like Barassi with his wife and
four children, have moved into
schools, empty now that the fighting has prevented them from opening.

So far, the Benghazi
fighting has been
inconclusive
The battle for the city started a
year ago when retired army general
Khalifa Haftar launched his own
war against Ansar al-Sharia, the militant group blamed by Washington
for the September 11, 2012, assault
on a US diplomatic mission that
killed four Americans including ambassador Christopher Stevens.
Last month, Libya’s internation-

Buildings destroyed in clashes

ally recognised parliament, which
is based out of an eastern town after
being forced out of the capital Tripoli by a rival government, appointed
Haftar as its top army commander.
So far, the Benghazi fighting has
been inconclusive, with both sides
relying on poorly trained “brigades”
of fighters who confront each other
with outdated weapons such as
Toyota trucks mounted with heavy
guns.
Haftar’s army forces have used air
support to help win back territory
from Islamist fighters, including the
airport area, eastern districts and
several barracks that had been overrun last summer.
But despite almost daily army
pushes, Islamists are still holed up
in the port area in the city centre,
where Barassi lived before he had to
flee, and in some western districts.
Street battles go back and forth
while army helicopters open fire.
“Whenever we approach their
strongholds, the terrorists fire rockets on residential districts,” said
Fadhl al-Hassi, an army commander. The Islamist camp denies this.
In a city where virtually everyone has access to weapons, neighbours — armed but wearing civilian clothes — have joined pro-army
forces to help dismantle Ansar alSharia checkpoints.

Haftar’s opponents have organised themselves as the “Majlis alShura” umbrella group, which links
Ansar al-Sharia and other former
anti-Qaddafi brigades.
The Islamist government based in
Tripoli, which is not internationally
recognised but holds most of the
West of the country including the
capital, said in April that it would
provide unlimited support to the
Majlis al-Shura.

80%

of Benghazi is
controlled by Haftar’s
forces, according to him
Adding to the chaos, other Islamist militants who have proclaimed
themselves loyal to Islamic State
— the group that controls much of
Syria and Iraq — have also started
exploiting the security vacuum.
They killed seven people in a suicide attack on an army checkpoint
last month.
The government that supports
Haftar describes Majlis al-Shura as
terrorists who have teamed up with
Islamic State; Majlis al-Shura denies
it has links to the militants.
Haftar has said his forces control

more than 80% of Benghazi, though
his opponents dispute this. After
army forces said they were close
to taking the port and nearby government buildings, Majlis al-Shura
fighters filmed a video posing there.
Majlis al-Shura spokesman Mohamed Bakeer said 75-80% of Benghazi is under the group’s control.
A year into the fighting, residents
are learning how to cope. Only two
hospitals still work, while most
schools and the city’s university are
closed. The main campus was a battlefield for weeks.
But life in army-controlled areas has returned to some normality,
with banks and restaurants reopening, though rockets fired from nearby battle zones still hit buildings.
Two civilians were killed by rockets
April 27th.
The streets are usually safest in
the morning when fighters tend
to sleep after battling through the
night. In the early hours, civil servants queue at state banks to pick
up their salaries. Young people sit
down in cafés to use the internet.
“At the beginning of the war we
didn’t go anywhere but now we go
for picnics at the weekend in the
east of Benghazi, as it is safer,” said
Mohammed al-Faitouri, an accountant.
(Reuters)

Morocco a transit point for African immigrants
Saad Guerraoui

Casablanca

T

he closest African country to Europe, Morocco is
a favourite jump off point
for migrants and refugees
from sub-Saharan Africa
trying to reach the EU.
With the number of migrants and
refugees in Morocco quadrupling,
Moroccan King Mohammed VI
called in 2013 for the government
to address their status. Since then,
Morocco has “regularised” the
status of nearly 20,000 migrants,
granting residency permits and setting up programmes to integrate
them into society, which is struggling to embrace this new phenomenon.

Morocco has
“regularised” the
status of nearly
20,000 migrants
Abu Bakar Ba from Guinea-Conakry works in the port city of Mohammedia for a company selling
building materials. He is one of the
migrants who has had his status
regularised.
“I came to Morocco in September
2012 as an illegal migrant. I got married last year to a Moroccan and am
studying computer science in order
to get a diploma to allow me to get
permanent residence,” said Ba.
A number of local non-governmental organisations (NGOs) have

started programmes to facilitate
the integration of African and Middle Eastern migrants and refugees
into Moroccan society.
Singa Maroc is a local NGO that
works on the socio-economic integration of those who received refugee status through improving their
skills to allow them to participate
in the country’s economic and social development, according to its
founder and director Majda Khamlichi.
“We have two long-term projects
designed to help African refugees.
The first project is to teach them
the Moroccan dialect darija because language is a catalyst to their
integration. The second consists
of helping some refugees achieve
their dream project,” Khamlichi
told The Arab Weekly.
Singa Maroc is in the midst of a
crowdfunding campaign set up
by a Moroccan financing platform
to help an Ivorian refugee open a
shop specialising in African food
products in Rabat’s Takhfid Reda
neighbourhood.
“We are trying to collect 600
euros [$660] for Abouben Sanogo,
who has been in Morocco for ten
years, to allow him to achieve his
dream,” said Khamlichi.
But the Singa Maroc director cited an experience that highlighted
the feeling of insecurity for some
African migrants in the North African kingdom.
“Before kick-starting our programmes, when we first tried to
meet some African refugees one
evening last November, they turned
down our call,” she said. “They told

African migrant child at Moroccan school
me that taxis charge them double
the fare because of the colour of
their skin and that they are scared
of leaving their homes at night.”
Khamlichi said the refugees
Singa Maroc is working with have
been in Morocco for at least five
years but their situations have not
improved. These refugees utterly
depend on the UN Human Rights
Council, which gives them monthly vouchers of 100 dirhams [$10].
“We both know that nobody can
survive on a 100-dirham allowance,” she stressed.
There are many illegal sub-Saharan migrants who live in the north
of the country, trying to fulfil their
dream of crossing to Spain despite
tighter border controls in the Span-

ish enclaves of Ceuta and Melilla.
Morocco is the closest African
country to mainland Europe, separated by the Strait of Gibraltar and
just 15 kilometres from Spain at its
narrowest point, while Ceuta and
Melilla have the European Union’s
only land borders with Africa. This
is why migration has been one of
the thorniest issues in relations between Morocco and the European
Union.
Spanish authorities in Ceuta and
Melilla have been under pressure
to foil regular attempts by Africans
to reach European soil. Madrid
has sought more help from the
European Union to deal with this
flow, which has swelled in recent
months.

Other migrants try to sail across
the strait from Morocco to Spain in
makeshift boats and dinghies or to
smuggle themselves into the country hidden in vehicles.
Some of those who fail to make
it to Europe try to start a new life
in northern Morocco while waiting
to try again to cross the Mediterranean. The killing of a Senegalese
migrant in Tangier last summer
though is the proof that Moroccans
are far from tolerating African migrants.
Last August, tensions between
Moroccans and African migrants
reached new highs after the death
of 25-year old Charles Ndour in
Tangier’s suburb of Boukhalef,
overshadowing the government’s
progress in its migration policy.
The death of Ndour, who was a
legal migrant, sparked clashes between the two communities, which
have been blaming each other for
the deteriorating situation.
Up to 1,000 migrants are believed
to live in Boukhalef waiting for a
chance to reach Europe.
The Boukhalef experience is evidence that dealing with migrants
is more than just regularising their
status. Moroccan society is now
required to implement an entirely
new set of social, legal and economic issues typical for immigration countries.
“There is racism among Moroccans towards African migrants because of their skin colour. However, Moroccans deal differently with
Arab migrants, such as Syrians, because they sympathise with their
plight,” said Khamlichi.
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UN executive: Arabs are paying for political failures
Dalal Saoud

Beirut

W

hat caused the “big
explosion” in the
Arab region that has
been dormant for
long decades? It’s a
simple question that has no clearcut answer.
Whether ageing dictatorships,
corruption, extreme poverty, human rights violations, lack of freedoms or social media was behind
such a “deadly outburst”, the end
sum is more foreign interference,
an unprecedented level of violence
and a large-scale displacement and
destruction that is changing the
face of this region.

Arab integration has
become “a must and
a prerequisite for our
future”
It will take years of sacrifice and
more than $600 billion — if the guns
fall silent today.
Most importantly, it will need a
clear vision to rebuild the region,
said Abdullah Dardari, deputy executive secretary of the UN Economic
and Social Commission for Western
Asia (ESCWA).
“I think the region in a sense is
paying for its failure to achieve governance reforms that should have
gone hand in hand with economic
and social changes,” Dardari said,
presenting his interpretation of
what has been happening in the region since the outbreak of the “Arab
spring”.
In an interview with The Arab
Weekly, Dardari explained that societal explosion occurs when “expectations exceed what the systems
could deliver.
“If political change doesn’t happen, there’s going to be an explosion,” he said, referring to uprisings that broke out first in Tunisia
in 2010 and then in Egypt, Libya,
Syria and Yemen the year after and
brought down four long-time dictators.
Dardari observed that change
was “actually the result of development” rather than lack of development. In the last 30 years, he
said, the Arab region has achieved
“tremendous progress” in educa-

tion, health, social protection and
even in reducing poverty. This was
magnified by the emergence of an
expanding middle class at a time
when “governance in the region remained stagnant”.
Five Arab countries, mainly Gulf
Cooperation Council (GCC) states,
were among the top 20 performers
in human development in the UN
development report, while Egypt,
Tunisia and Syria exceeded expectations in 2010 in achieving Millennium development goals.
Dardari blamed the “crack” in
Arab societies on the “lack of synergy between economic and social
changes on one hand and governance and political changes on the
other. This, he said, explains “why
young Arabs had more expectations
than the economic and social systems could deliver and hence they
wanted to express their frustration.
Added to that is a long list of other
“influencing” factors. Among them,
he said, was a growing foreign interference that took advantage of
the weaknesses of Arab society and
“the essential question of the occupation of Palestine, which remains
an open wound inflaming the region”.
Many
questions are yet to
be
answered,
including:
Did
the region have
enough organised
political
movements
to lead such a
change? Why did
such
a

change occur in 2011 and not before?
Dardari, who served as minister
of planning in Syria from 2006 to
2008, said he was not surprised by
the outbreak of popular movements
in some Arab countries, including
his own, but rather by the level of
violence that accompanied them.
The threats facing the region are
huge, he said, adding, “It is one
of the least productive regions”
in the world. He emphasised the
need for “completely reversing the
situation” by investing in economic
diversification, integration and research development.
He warned that “if we don’t
change the productivity of Arab
economies, no matter how much
natural resources we have, it will
not be sufficient to fill the gap.”
The other major challenges include the lack of representative institutions, weak infrastructure and
an education system that needs “a
paradigm shift” towards innovation. Social protection, the role of
the private sector and civil society,
as well as the media, need to be addressed.
Dardari cautioned that these issues should be tackled with “a clear
vision and strategic planning,” emphasising that “the threats facing the region from inside and
outside require dramatic action
in the areas of security and economic growth.”
On ESCWA’s call for Arab integration at a time the region is falling apart, Dardari said the developments “only vindicate” such
a call. “One major element for getting
out of the situation in which
we are today,
is
through
Arab integration … to the
benefit of a
large market of 400
million Arabs…
“Each
country,
on its own,
proved unable to achieve
sufficient
economies of
scale conducive to higher
growth,
higher

Unemployment still a lingering problem
employment, innovation and satisfaction of youth expectations. Each
Arab country alone is too small to
do so, even the largest of them. ”
Arab integration has become “a
must and a prerequisite for our future” in view of the “existential
threats” facing the Arab states,
Dardari stressed.
He argued that “a supra-national
identity of an Arab citizenship is a
must … for the Arab region to come
out of this debacle.”

If political change
doesn’t happen,
there’s going to be an
explosion
Calling it a wake-up call, Dardari
said: “Finally, people are going back
to their Arab identity.
”Such a new identity emerging
out of this nightmare should, however, be based on inclusive political,
social and economic systems, empowerment of the ordinary citizen,
economic diversification, science
and technology innovation and regional integration.
“If we don’t build our future on
those pillars we’ll just repeat the
same mistakes.”
Although he acknowledged that
the situation in the Arab region is
“disastrous”, Dardari still maintained a sense of optimism for the
future. “This part of the world has
seen worse disasters than what
we’re seeing today and has risen
much more successfully than one
would have expected,” he said.

He estimated the losses incurred
by the ongoing conflicts in the region at around $600 billion. The
figure includes damage on the infrastructure and loss in gross domestic
product (GDP) of countries that
were either directly or indirectly
affected. He said the bill could be
“manageable”, taking into consideration “the fortunes and resources
of the region which can turn this
challenge into a great rebuilding opportunity”.
But a prerequisite for success is to
have the “right representative institutions to manage a reconstruction
exercise of $600 billion, take difficult decisions and make painful
choices”.
Arab countries should not expect
any foreign help in post-war reconstruction, he said. “Reconstruction
can only be done by Arab countries
… Europe and the US have no more
resources for us.
“We need to stretch and reach out
to old and new centres of economic
powers in the world,” he said, referring to China and the BRICS countries, which include Brazil, Russia,
India and South Africa, in addition
to China. But, he wondered, do the
Arabs have the convincing argument and a clear vision?
“Elements of such an Arab vision
are evolving … but I don’t think anyone could claim that such a vision
exists yet,” Dardari said.
Dalal Saoud is the deputy editor in
chief of The Arab Weekly and has
been covering the Arab region since
1990. She is based in Beirut.

Middle East meltdown and the age of reform
Ed Blanche

Beirut

T

hree elements lie behind
the political and ethnic
upheaval convulsing the
Middle East and contributed in large part to
the collapse of borders that were
largely drawn by 19th-century colonial powers, principally Britain and
France.
These are the emergence of
Salafist jihadism and the challenge
to Sunni regimes and monarchies,
the United States’ decision to relinquish its security shield from its
long-time Arab allies and Iran’s exploitation of the power vacuum, its
drive to expand revolutionary Shia
power.
Much of this is a direct consequence of US imperial overreach in
the region, particularly by George
W. Bush and his Machiavellian neocon allies, particularly when the
Americans conveniently removed
Iraqi leader Saddam Hussein, who,
whatever else, may have been the
Arabs’ bulwark against the expansion of their old enemy, Persia.
Indeed, Iran increasingly appears
to be one of the main winners amid
the maelstrom of misery across
the region as state authority has effectively collapsed. Tehran’s long-

planned and skilfully executed bid
for regional hegemony means that
it now controls four Arab capitals
— Beirut, Baghdad, Damascus and
Sana’a — and in Lebanon actually
runs a parallel state structure operated by Hezbollah.
Iranian control of Yemen, with
its 1,500km border with Saudi Arabia, would leave the Sunni kingdom
dangerously exposed, a situation
that, unless defused soon, suggests
that a gruelling conflict lies ahead,
the result in large measure of the US
decision to abandon its role as the
guarantor of the region’s security.
In many ways, the border between Syria and Lebanon ceased to
exist when Damascus sent troops
into Lebanon, purportedly to prevent the Maronites from being
overwhelmed by a leftist-Muslim
alliance that included the Palestine
Liberation Organisation (PLO).
When the Lebanese war ended in
1990, when Hafez Assad was given
the green light by the United States
to intervene in return for boosting the politically important Arab
component of George H.W. Bush’s
coalition to liberate Kuwait from
the clutches of Saddam, the Syrians, who had long claimed its tiny
neighbour was historically part of
Greater Syria, stayed on as quasioccupiers.
They finally pulled out their
troops, but not their power, in

2005 under international pressure
cause of the collapse of regional
triggered by the assassination of
states, something that started in
Lebanon’s leading statesman, Rafik
1975 with the Lebanese civil war,”
Hariri.
observed analyst Vicken Cheterian.
That killing, one of a long chain
For many, the final straw was
of political murders going back decthe move towards dynastic rule
ades, galvanised many Lebanese to
in the Arab republics, a move sucthrow off the Syrian yoke — a dracessfully achieved in Syria when
matic and ground-breaking step
Bashar Assad took over following
that would echo resoundingly in
the death of his father Hafez — “the
early 2011.
Lion of Damascus” — in June 2000,
Amid the sectarian and ethnic
and which Hosni Mubarak of Egypt
differences within states across
and Ali Abdullah Saleh of Yemen
the Arab region, it was in the end
sought to emulate, ultimately to
economic and societal failures that
their cost.
brought about the “Arab spring”.
“From Iran to Lebanon, there are
Deeply ingrained official corno borders anymore,” said
ruption, high youth
Walid Jumblatt, leader
unemployment
of Lebanon’s minoramid
burgeonity Druze commuing populations
nity whose sect
and growing
is divided beanger at intween Lebacreasingly
non, Syria
isolated
and Israel
uncaring
under the
political
artificial
elites were
borders
the
true
drawn
causes of
up by the
the regional
British and
upheaval
French after
against
rethe first world
gime rule in
war.
Tunisia, Egypt,
“Officially,
Libya and Yemen.
they’re still there,
“The
borders
but will they be
Walk through borders
have vanished bethere a few years

from now? If there’s more dislocation, the whole of the Middle East
will crumble.”
“The current map of the Middle East is misleading since the
neat borders for Iraq, Syria, Lebanon, Yemen, Turkey etc no longer
represent reality,” said Cheterian.
“The border between Iraq and Syria
ceased to exist in 2012…
“The forces now fighting each
other are fighting over heritage …
No one is fighting for Lebanon or
Iraq or Syria. The current forces
represent local, tribal and sectarian interests and use violence that
destroys all without the potential to
replace it.
“When the chaos ends, the political map of the Middle East will be
very different but we have no idea
what it will look like.”
Most Arab thinkers agree that
with despotic, militaristic regimes
being cast aside, the time has finally
come for real political, social and
economic reform. “The monopoly
of power has ended,” former Jordanian foreign minister Marwan
Muasher, a veteran refomist, told
a regional affairs conference at the
Carnegie Middle East Center in Beirut on April 29th.
“Reform is a long-term process
… We (Arabs) need time … It could
take 40 years … But it’s about time
we started working on laying the
foundations of a new society.”
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From hope to horror: The legacy of the ‘Arab spring’
View poi nt

Mona Alami

Beirut

T

he “Arab spring” has
turned into a botched
and bloody affair. Four
years after the wave of
protests shook the
Middle East, the
countries of the region are faring
badly. Only in Tunisia, where it
all started, has there been a
successful revolution.
Syria’s secular revolution saw
the rise of radical groups and the
emergence of the Islamic State
(ISIS), which expanded from Syria’s northeast into Iraq. In Libya,
the killing of Muammar Qaddafi
was followed by the dismemberment of the country with a flurry
of militias turning on one another.
Yemen, it would seem, is following the footsteps of Syria. The rise
of the long-marginalised Houthis
rapidly morphing into a proxy
conflict between the region’s
major powers — Iran and Saudi
Arabia.
Finally, in Egypt, the revolutionary movement that brought much
hope was halted by the Muslim
Brotherhood’s brief moment of
power and followed by a military
takeover.
In this complex framework,
where violence is rampant,
schemes of regime change aimed
at replacing tyranny with democracy have failed for the most part.

It’s clear that ISIS’s methodical
savagery on one hand and
Iranian hubris on the other is
going to wreak greater havoc
across the region

The resulting anarchy has allowed
jihadists to flourish while Iran has
exploited the regional anarchy to
promote its ambitions.
The revolution in Syria has led
to that country tearing itself apart.
In June 2014, ISIS, born from the
ashes of al-Qaeda in Iraq, overran
Mosul, one of Iraq’s largest cities,
after taking over Raqqa in Syria.
ISIS relies on a mixture of state
governance and criminal organisation methods. In areas it controls,
it has been building a semi-state
by imposing its own interpretation
of security and extreme sharia
law, levying taxes and managing
schools and hospitals. At the same
time, it operates like a transnational criminal organisation, using
extortion, kidnapping for ransom,
robbing banks and seizing oil wells
and natural gas fields to amass
funds.
The group has accumulated
wealth far greater than any other
jihadist organisation. Its media
savvy and highly adaptable military structure will be difficult to
eliminate in Syria by solely relying
on a bombing campaign, rather
than intervention on the ground.
The organisation has spread
its tentacles to other regions.
In Libya, the overthrow of
long-time despot Muammar
Qaddafi produced a complete
collapse of government. An
Islamic emirate has been declared in Derna, where people
were reportedly forced to
pledge allegiance to the terror
organisation.
ISIS, unknown in Libya before
the summer of 2014, is expanding,
relying on a totalitarian strategy
and brutal methods. It turned the
December 2014 execution of Egyptian Christians and the slaughter
of 30 Ethiopian Christians in April
into global media events. ISIS is

also wreaking havoc in Tunisia
and Yemen, where it was behind
recent terror attacks.
ISIS is not the only winner in the
bloody chess game being played
out across the region. Iran’s early
military intervention in Syria,
first through its Lebanese proxy
Hezbollah, followed by Iraqi and
Afghani Shia militias, has allowed
Bashar Assad to remain in power.
As his military resources have
been largely depleted, Assad is
increasingly reliant on foreign
militias. His survival has come at
a high cost because he has had to
surrender his autonomy to Iran,
becoming another pawn in Tehran’s hands.
In Yemen, Iran’s expanding
clout has been inspired by tactics
that made it the regional power in
Lebanon. Tehran has adopted the
grievances of the Shia Houthis,

Killing fields

Schemes
of regime
change aimed
at replacing
tyranny with
democracy
have failed for
the most part

which initially included economic
and social marginalisation as well
as government corruption, to
extend its influence.
The minority Houthis, who
belong to the Zaydi branch of
Shia Islam, represent about 30%
of Yemen’s population. The
movement, believed to be partly
financed by Iran, seized Sana’a in
September in a rise to power that
has torn Yemen apart.
This was perceived as an Iranian
victory. In March, General Hussein Salami, deputy commander
of Iran’s Revolutionary Guards,
boasted that “the Islamic Revolution has influenced states and people from the Mediterranean Sea to
the Bab el Mandeb in Yemen.”
The regional chaos has caused a
shift in the balance of power. Constant US flip-flops, Washington’s
contradictory approach in Syria
and Iraq amid nuclear negotiations
with Tehran, has allowed Iran to
expand its sphere of influence
much to the dismay of Sunni Arab
powers.
This appears to have emboldened the Sunni powers of the
Gulf. In March, they forcefully
intervened in Yemen to restore
the government of President Abd
Rabbo Mansour Hadi, as well in
Syria, where they have beefed up
their support to mostly Islamic
rebel groups.
It’s clear that ISIS’s methodical
savagery on one hand and Iranian
hubris on the other is going to
wreak greater havoc across the
region, pushing it into a brutal
sectarian war.
Mona Alami is a French-Lebanese
analyst and a fellow at the Rafik
Hariri Center for the Middle East
of the Atlantic Council. She lives
in Beirut.
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Admiral Shamkhani, Rohani’s
iron fist in an iron glove
The secretary of Iran’s National Security
Council reflects a confrontationist mindset
Ali Alfoneh

Washington

P

resident Hassan Rohani’s
appointment of Rear Admiral Ali Shamkhani as
secretary of Iran’s Supreme National Security
Council (SNSC) in September 2013
was initially seen as an attempt by
Tehran to mend fences with the Islamic Republic’s Sunni Arab neighbours, Saudi Arabia in particular.
Shamkhani hails from the Arabmajority Khuzestan province in the
southwest and is the only ethnic
Arab in Iran’s command echelon
since the 1979 revolution.
He is the only Iranian to receive
Saudi Arabia’s prestigious Order of
Merit of Abdulaziz Al Saud since
1979 revolution and so seems like
the man who could build bridges
to Arab governments and speak to
them in their own language.

Saudi Arabia and the
Sunni bloc constitute
a formidable
obstacle to Iran
regional ambitions
But his recent anti-Saudi statements, amid the deepening crisis
between Tehran and Riyadh, suggest that his real function in the
SNSC is to secure civilian control
over the Islamic Revolutionary
Guards Corps (IRGC) and its decision-making at a time of deepening
regional crisis, underlining the Iranian leadership’s resolve to expand
Shia power across the Middle East.
Shamkhani, like Rohani, is no
softie. He’s an IRGC combat veteran who moved to Iran’s political
centre, but he is loyal to Supreme

Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, a
key factor in his elevation to head
of a body that draws up strategic
defence and security policies.
The admiral owes his career to a
network of friends he made in his
youth. In the mid-1970s, he joined
the Mansouroun group, which engaged in small-time opposition
against the shah’s regime, and
got to know Mohsen Rezaei, who
would become the IRGC’s overall
commander. Rezaei’s meteoric rise
also meant near-automatic promotion for Shamkhani.
During the 1980-88 war with
Iraq, Shamkhani also got to know
Rohani. Both men played key roles
in the Iranian war effort but were
aligned with rival factions.
As deputy commander of Iran’s
war effort, Rohani was the commissar enforcing discipline among the
volatile IRGC forces.
Shamkhani, on the other hand,
served as IRGC deputy commander
under his old friend Rezaei. In that
capacity, Shamkhani was supposed
to minimise intervention by civilian and clerical powers — including Rohani — in the Guards’ tactical
decision-making.
As disastrous mistakes by the
IRGC led to a string of defeats in the
final phase of the war, Shamkhani
changed sides. He secretly and
consistently supplied Rohani and
Akbar Hashemi Rafsanjani, then
president and war commander,
with detailed information about
the catastrophic state of affairs at
the front and urged them to accept
a ceasefire to avoid greater calamities.
By revealing these harsh realities,
Shamkhani risked court-martial,
but Rohani and Rafsanjani were
pleased and a firm friendship between the three men was established. The information they later

used to denigrate Rezaei and the
IRGC’s military leadership in their
private conversations with Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini paid off.
Rafsanjani and his successor, Mohammad Khatami, both rewarded
Shamkhani’s betrayal of Rezaei,
first by appointing him chief of naval forces and later by naming him
defence minister. So, with Rohani
firmly in the presidential palace,
and Rafsanjani head of the powerful Expediency Council, Shamkhani was a natural choice as SNSC
secretary.

His real function in
the SNSC is to secure
civilian control over
the Islamic
Revolutionary
Guards Corps
The analysis of the Middle East
crisis by the triumvirate of Rafsanjani, Rohani and Shamkhani and
their threat perception is not very
different from that of the current
IRGC leadership: The US military
withdrawal from the region has created a power vacuum which Tehran
is destined to fill. The only problem
is Saudi Arabia and the Sunni bloc,
which constitute a formidable obstacle to Iran regional ambitions.
Such thoughts are reflected in recent speeches by IRGC leaders. Major-General Mohammad Ali Jafari,
the overall commander, recently
went so far as to predict the imminent collapse of the House of Saud
following Riyadh’s military intervention in Yemen.
His deputy, Brigadier-General
Hossein Salami, added that Yemen’s Ansar-Allah, the military
arm of the Shia Houthi tribes who
seized Sana’a in September 2014,
“possesses long-range missile capa-

Not a softie
bilities” and “missile, armour and
artillery fire capabilities” that could
be deployed against Saudi forces.
Shamkhani more or less agrees.
He has openly condemned Saudi Arabia for “invading” Yemen,
charges the Saudi-led air strikes are
deliberately targeting civilian infrastructure rather than al-Qaeda positions. He recently accused Riyadh
of having aligned itself with the
“foolish plans” of the United States
and Israel against Iran.
In other words, Shamkhani and
his civilian master Rohani do not
disagree with the IRGC’s line, they
just want to control it and ensure

the Guards do not dominate strategic decision-making.
None of this bodes well for the
struggle for power between Tehran and Riyadh. Just as in the eight
years of war with Iraq, in which 1
million people were killed, nothing
but superior force may persuade
Iran’s leadership to think twice
about their plans for regional expansion.
Ali Alfoneh is a specialist on the
Islamic Revolutionary Guards
Corps. He is a senior fellow
at Foundation for Defense of
Democracies in Washington.

Iran wants to boost births
Gareth Smyth

Beirut

T

he decision by Iran’s leadership to reverse decadesold policies of family
planning and encourage
Iranians to have more
children has not won international
favour. Amnesty International said
measures under discussion in parliament would reduce women to
“baby-making machines”.
While many tend to see it as a land
of young people, Iran’s population
of 75 million is in fact ageing as the
generation from the Iranian baby
boom of the late 1970s and 1980s
mature. Hence the fear expressed
in 2013 by Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei that Iran risked
becoming a country of the elderly
in the “not too distant” future while
smaller families were “an imitation
of Western life”.
It was an echo of a decree from
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini who,
after returning from exile in the
1979 revolution, cited a need for a
“return to values” and urged Iranians to have as many children as they
could. This helped create the baby
boom that helped nearly double the
size of the Iranian population.
David Goldman, a fellow at the
US think-tank the Middle East Forum, argues not just that falling
population marks the decline of any
“civilisation”, but that Iran’s stabilising population is driving alleged
regional expansion and even the
nuclear programme as a means to
acquire weapons.

Two questions arise: First, to
what extent can any government
shape population? Second, how do
the size and structure of population
affect society and politics? The answers do not fit the generalisations
of journalists or grand theorists.
True, Iran won UN praise for
family-planning policies introduced
around 1989. Free contraception
and vasectomies, linked to public
education, led to reducing the birth
rate from 3.6 children per couple
just after the 1979 revolution to 1.8
in the 1990s.
But the reasons Iranians had
fewer children were complex. An
increase in university education encouraged couples to delay marriage
and higher material expectations,
not always met, made smaller families more attractive.
The social and political effects of
a lower birth rate have been disputed. Many analysts argue the Iranian
baby-boomers became the “Khatami generation”, supporting reformist former president, Mohammad
Khatami, who was elected in 1997
and tried to increase civil freedoms.
One certain effect of the youth
bulge was a demand for jobs the
economy failed to meet. While the
2010-15 Five-Year Plan targeted a
growth rate of 8% to absorb labourmarket entrants, growth averaged
just 1.5% in 2010-13. Youth unemployment, particularly among graduates, grew and helped fuel unrest
after the disputed 2009 presidential
election.
This was not what many conservative strategists had anticipated. They had expected ageing
baby-boomers to mellow, turn away

Determining the future
from demands for social freedom to
more mundane matters like career,
marriage and children. The conservatives considered this their political agenda, and then-president
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad brought
in policies to help with the costs of
marriage.
Likewise, the Arab world shows
the dangers of generalisations.
Many young people supported the
“Arab spring” and were prominent
in 2009-10 protests as the self-immolation of 26-year-old Tunisian
street-vendor Mohamed Bouazizi
echoed round a region with half its
population under 24, the world’s
highest percentage outside sub-Saharan Africa.
But the age structure varies from
country to country. The median age
in the Arab world, compared with

28.5 years globally, ranged in 2012
from 31.6 in Qatar and 28 in the
United Arab Emirates to 19.1 in Iraq
and 18.1 in the Palestinian territories and Yemen (the same as found
in sub-Saharan Africa).
In Iran the median age was 27,
with a bulge of 20-30 year-olds.
In Saudi Arabia, there is a bulge in
the 30-40 age group (where there’s
also a disproportionate number of
males) and a second bulge of under10s. Yemen’s age profile shows the
pyramid shape characteristic of
the world’s poorest countries: the
younger the group, the more people
it has.
Worldwide, there’s no simple link
between large numbers of young
people and political unrest. “Youth
bulges in East Asia have fuelled
high economic growth rather than

protests,” Ragui Assaad, professor
of Planning and Public Affairs at the
University of Minnesota, told The
Arab Weekly. “A youth bulge is a
problem only in combination with
other factors, for example, economic policies that discriminate against
youth and limit their opportunities
to find decent jobs.”
There’s a downside. If Iran’s leaders succeed in doubling the population to 150 million, “if not more”, as
envisaged by Khamenei, they may
exacerbate the country’s growing
environmental problems.
President Hassan Rohani is already urging Iranians to curb water consumption. Recent research
shows that Urmia, the Middle East’s
largest salt-water lake, has shrunk
90% in 10 years, while important
rivers like the Karoun are low or dry.
Despite growing diversion of water into agriculture, Iran has not
reached self-sufficiency in wheat.
And despite policies to dissuade
people from heading to overcrowded urban areas, Tehran, the world’s
tenth most densely populated city,
has 13 million people and is heavily
polluted.
Doubling the population could
turn Goldman’s predictions on their
head. With 150 million people, Iran
would need far more energy. Despite rich reserves of natural gas and
oil, it could be a rising rather than
falling population that increases the
attraction of nuclear power.
Gareth Smyth has covered Middle
Eastern affairs for 20 years and
was chief correspondent for the
Financial Times in Tehran in
2003-07.
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Beyond the Gallipoli centenary
Confrontationist AKP focused
on winning next elections
Stephen Starr

T

urkish President Recep
Tayyip Erdogan welcomed dozens of world
leaders to Gallipoli to
mark the centenary of
the ill-fated Allied landings during
World War I. Erdogan has rarely
been far from controversy of late
with the Justice and Development
(AK) Party-led government pulling
several ambassadors from posts
overseas over statements related to
the Armenian genocide.
Conversely, almost 20 years after the battle for Gallipoli in 1915,
Mustafa Kemal, the founder of the
modern Turkish state who took
the name “Ataturk”’ or “Father of
Turks”, is attributed as having said
of the Australian and New Zealander forces who died in Gallipoli:
“There is no difference between
the Johnnies and the Mehmets to
us where they lie side by side here
in this country of ours … You, the
mothers who sent their sons from
faraway countries, wipe away your
tears; your sons are now lying in
our bosom and are in peace. After
having lost their lives on this land
they have become our sons as well.”
It made him, and Turkey, many
friends abroad, something the
country’s leaders could badly do
with today as Turkey’s government
and Erdogan appear hell-bent on

Opposition figures
are quietly confident
they may upset the
AK Party election
locomotive in June’s
elections

seeking conflict, inside Turkey and
abroad, at almost every turn.
This was not always the case.
During the first four years of the AK
Party’s rule it excelled in taking on
and overcoming Turkey’s various
ingrained difficulties. It reined in
rampant inflation and revalued the
Turkish lira in 2005. It embarked on
ambitious infrastructure projects,
the result of which saw it whitewash all comers at election time
over the past 13 years. Residents of
Istanbul and in rural towns could
find — and afford — Western clothing and cars for the first time; banks
offered cheap credit. Erdogan, the
mayor of Istanbul during the 1990s,
had rebuilt Turkey as he wished.
But since 2007, the former prime
minister now president has surrounded himself with yes-men
possessing little political nous and
questionable economic acumen.
The individuals who built Turkey
into a modern economic power
have been forced out when their
professional advice contravened
Erdogan’s political legacy. A cult of
invincibility fed by overt paranoia
towards any and all criticism now
pervades. Observers say a single
independent keystone remains
inside the government sphere of
influence: Central Bank Governor
Erdem Basci.
Erdogan has expressed his desire to see Turkey become a top ten
world economy (currently 18th, according to International Monetary
Fund figures) in time for the republic’s centenary in 2023, but with the
Turkish lira losing 30% of its value
against the US dollar over the past
12 months, the economy is likely to
decline.
That is why opposition figures
are quietly confident they may be

in a position to upset the AK Party
election locomotive in June’s general elections.
Faruk Logoglu, a former Turkish
ambassador to the United States
and a leading figure within the opposition Republican People’s Party
(CHP), says the time is ripe for
change.

Ataturk said: “There
is no difference
between the
Johnnies and
Mehmets”
“It may not take much to defeat
AKP in the June elections because
much of the job is being done by
President Erdogan and Prime Minister [Ahmet] Davutoglu themselves. The economy is down, democracy gone, foreign policy in
shatters and society polarised,” he
said.
Logoglu said the CHP and Kurdish-aligned People’s Democratic
Party (HDP) have come up with inspiring election platforms promising better economic management
“with an emphasis on social justice
and respect for fundamental freedoms and human rights”.
He may have a point. In March,
a Japanese firm involved in the
building of an undersea train tunnel in Istanbul came looking for
the $200 million it sunk into the
project. Developers famed for their
close links to the government appear on television nightly pleading
with the public to buy property in
the latest tower block. Annual inflation is at 7.5%.
In reality though, the AK Party
is still a well-oiled, savvy electoral

Building bridges with the West
machine. Erdogan’s oratory is as
emotive as it is inciting. His combination of evoking God, Turkish
nationalism and defiance resonates well with many Turks. The
fear, however, is that Erdogan will
remain well-backed by the Turkish
public, even if the economy runs
aground. Were that to happen,

Turkey would look more like its
neighbours to the south, a land of
conflict and divisions.
Stephen Starr is an Irish journalist
who lived in Syria from 2007 to
2012. He is the author of Revolt in
Syria: Eye-Witness to the Uprising
(Oxford University Press, 2012).

The Ankara mayor who does not like blondes

View poi nt

Claude
Salhani

A

recent exchange of
e-bursts of anger
on social media
has shown that
politicians and
even diplomats are
not immune to the malady of
expressing their feelings, state
of mind, emotions and beliefs on
the internet for the world to see.
Given that American politicians
are quick to criticise use of force
by police in other countries, when
given a chance to retaliate politicians in other countries will not
hesitate to fire back. Those who
have been on the receiving end of
America’s holier-than-thou criticism seem to take great pleasure
in pointing out that the United
States is far from the perfect
Eden-like paradise it professes
to be.
So when something goes wrong
in the United States such as riots
on the scale of an intifada in
Baltimore, many people love to
rub Americans’ noses in it. As
television cameras began broadcasting live coverage of police
battling protesters in the streets
of Baltimore, just a short drive
from Washington, the somewhat
maverick and often loose-lipped
mayor of Ankara, a close ally of
Turkish President Recep Tayyip
Erdogan, did not hesitate to

point out America’s shortcomings.
But the mayor of Ankara went
about it quite awkwardly, shall we
say, addressing the issue more
like a high schooler rather than
the elected official of a major
capital city.
Ankara Mayor Melih Gokcek
had earlier in the week fired off
what some described as an “extraordinary diatribe” on Twitter
over the Baltimore rioting. He
implored US State Department
acting spokeswoman Marie Harf
to “Come on, blonde, answer
now.”

The mayor of Ankara
addressed the issue more like
a high schooler rather than
the elected official of a major
capital city
The blonde who would not answer

“Where are you stupid blonde,
who accused Turkish police of
using disproportionate force?” he
added, alluding to US criticism
of the harsh response by Turkish
police to demonstrations.
Harf, on the receiving end of
this rather bizarre “diplomatic exchange”, kept her diplomatic cool
and refused to take the lure from
Ankara’s mayor. “I really don’t
think I’m going to dignify them
with a response,” she said.
However, if the State Department’s spokeswoman chose to
remain mum over the incident,
John Bass, the US ambassador to

“Where are
you stupid
blonde?”
asked the
mayor

Turkey, took his fight to Instagram, where he posted a picture
of himself with his normally
brown hair turned blond. “American diplomats: We’re all blonde,”
said the caption in English and
Turkish.
What remained a diplomatic
secret, however, is whether the
US ambassador had actually dyed
his hair or doctored the photograph using picture-manipulation
software.
Using the Twitter name
@06melihgokcek, Ankara’s mayor
is quick to take on anyone who
dares to challenge him.
In days of yore gentlemen could
settle a dispute by challenging
each other to a duel at dawn using
pistols or sabres. In present time
opponents take their quarrels to
the internet where the weapons
of choice are Twitter, Facebook or
Instagram. Granted, it’s a far less
romantic approach to resolving
disputes and conflicts. Facebook
at ten paces at dawn is somehow
less threatening.
In closing, the mayor’s words
may shed light on previous controversial statements by Erdogan,
who, while still prime minister,
said in November that women
should, because of their frail nature, hold different jobs than men.
“You cannot make women work
in the same jobs as men do, as in
communist regimes,” he said.
His statement was misconstrued as meaning women cannot
be engineers, cosmonauts or let’s
say US State Department spokeswomen.
In hindsight, it seems he was
reserving his remarks to blondes.
Now, Turkish feminists can rest
at ease.
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‘Quietist’ Salafism draws
attention in Washington
Rasha Elass

Washington

A

mid the usually heated
rhetoric on the “war on
terror”, a new conversation is bringing fresh
ideas to Washington’s
policymakers and intellectual
elite.
It is focused on how to neutralise
jihadist ideology and the answers
vary from what is called ‘Quietist’
Salafism, Post-Salafism, or shying
away from engaging Salafists all together. Despite the troubling ramifications of these strategies, the US
government has taken notice.
“I think what (policymakers) like
is that we’ve asked the contributors to dispense with the polemic
and deal with the issue in a dispassionate way.
People in government appreciate that format,” William McCants,
director of the Project on US Relations with the Islamic World at
the Brookings Institution told The
Arab Weekly. He is facilitating
the discussion about “Quietist”
Salafism.

“Quietist” Salafism
is a newly minted
term by Western
academics
“Quietist” Salafism is a newly
minted term by Western academics to describe ultraconservative
Sunni Muslims who do not engage
in direct political action, as opposed to those who engage in parliamentary politics or “revolutionary action” and violent jihad. The
“Quietists” are presumed to be the
majority of Salafists.
The idea is for governments to
engage with “Quietist” Salafists,
recruit them in the fight on terrorism and encourage them to
“convert” fellow Salafists into

“Quietists” rather than be violent
“revolutionaries” or jihadists.
The idea was hatched in a controversial article by Graeme Wood,
What ISIS Really Wants, published
in March in the Atlantic Magazine.
“Quietist Salafism offers an Islamic antidote to (ISIS)-style jihadism,” wrote Wood, who lectures in
political science at Yale University.
He uses as an example of “Quietism” a 28-year-old Salafi imam and
convert to Islam who runs a Philadelphia mosque. His name is Breton Pocius but he goes by the name
Abdullah.
Wood’s article ignited heated debate on social media, not just for its
conclusion but for its tired premise
of “good Muslim versus bad Muslim”, an idea that has plagued the
Western psyche since the attacks
of September 11, 2001.
Indeed, variations on enlisting the help of “quietists” to flush
out violent jihadists in their midst
have gone on for the past decade.
Among the best known cases is
that of Richard Reid, known as the
“shoe-bomber”. It was members of
his own community of Salafists in
Brixton in south London who informed on him.
The US Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) fuelled controversy
after being accused of pressuring
individuals within conservative
Muslim communities to spy on
their fellow worshipers, a policy
the FBI refuses to comment on.
One ongoing lawsuit in New York
alleges that Muslims whose names
are on the “no-fly” list have been
approached by the FBI and pressured to spy on their community
in return for travel privileges.
Muslim leaders throughout the
country have voiced concern over
similar FBI tactics that target their
flock, compelling the Council on
American-Islamic Relations (CAIR)
to issue guidelines for legal protection for Muslims.
But for the dozen scholars that
McCants is engaging, the focus is

mainly on the intellectual merits
of “Quietist” Salafism and whether
it is an effective way to neutralise
violent extremism.
Mubin Shaikh is among the most
compelling Islam experts to argue
in favour of the “Quietist” theory.
Shaikh is a self-professed former
jihadist-Salafi who abandoned this
ideology shortly after the attacks
of 9/11. A Canadian citizen, Shaikh
joined the Canadian Security Intelligence Service as an undercover
operative and continues to advise
Western agencies on countering
terrorism.

The focus is mainly
on whether it is an
effective way to
neutralise violent
extremism
While acknowledging the complexity of factors that contribute
to the rise of violent jihad, he says
the “Quietists” are indeed the best
antidote to counter its spread.
“Those deemed to be ‘moderate’ Muslims have little to no influence with people who have come
under the spell of the deviant and
un-Islamic teachings of ‘jihadiSalafism’,” Shaikh says in a comment on the Brookings website.
“So it takes those who speak the
language and dress the part to engage them in the way they need to
be engaged; ‘Quietist’ Salafists can
fill this role.”
Besides the problematic issue of
a Western government trying to
manipulate one segment of a religious population, critics of this
policy say it is not even realistic.
“‘Quietism’… is merely a placeholder rather than a principle for
most Salafi groups today,” says Jacob Olidort, a doctoral candidate
at Princeton University who recently wrote a paper on “Quietist”
Salafism.
“It is therefore not a big conceptual leap to go from ‘quietism’ to

William McCants
‘jihadism’,” he said, citing Egypt’s
Nour Party as a recent example.
But as the debate continues
within a scholarly realm, a more
fundamental question emerges:
Should the West, with its values of
secularism and individual equality, engage with Salafists at all?
McCants says not, based on the
West’s clear separation between
church and state. There are grave
legal ramifications for the United
States to support one group of faith
over the other, even if this is done
covertly.
“That stuff never stays covert for
long and you’d have to deal with

the fallout,” says McCants.
Besides, supporting Salafist
thought can be problematic for
any society that preaches universal
values, he adds.
“The Salafist world view is pretty black and white… it’s really hard
on women, on religious minorities,
individual rights and freedoms,”
he said. “I’m not saying the government needs to crack down on
it. But the government doesn’t
need to promote it.”
Rasha Elass is a Washington
correspondent for The Arab
Weekly.

Shifting views on Palestinian issue on US college campuses
Justice in Palestine and associate
editor of the Electronic Intifada, an
online publication focusing on PalWashington
estinian issues.
Despite family pressure to avoid
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Justin Salhani

I

with the traditional Hillel centres,
which strictly toe the line on support for Israel. JVP has more than
200,000 “likes” on Facebook, twice
as many as the pro-Israel powerhouse lobby, the American Israel
Public Affairs Committee (AIPAC).
Many other young people of neither Jewish nor Arab heritage, have
adopted the Palestinian cause because of their involvement in other
rights-based activism.

The shift has
expanded beyond
students and
campuses
In fact, academics and former
members of such groups have noted a surge in participation in these
groups.
Laila Mokhiber, an alumna of the
SJP chapter at George Mason University in northern Virginia, has experienced this first hand. “I was on
the SJP board in college and have
seen a huge change in campus activism since then,” she said.
“I think that shift broadens every year with Palestine activism,
discussion of human rights, and
violations by Israel against Palestinians,” said Barrows-Friedman.
“Those discussions are becoming
more mainstream especially on
college campuses but in general as
well.”
There are two main reasons for
this shift:
The first is the redrawing of
the Palestinian cause as a human
rights and justice-based issue, as

opposed to a conflict. In the past,
Americans would often side with
Israel by default, seeing it as a beacon of democracy in an Arab world
plagued by poverty, corruption and
authoritarianism.
Secondly, students actively supporting other rights’ based causes
have latched onto Palestinian activism in addition to their initial
causes.
“I think that more students are
connecting struggles that they’re
involved in with the struggle of Palestinians. We see these waves of divestment resolutions that are now
being sponsored by dozens and
dozens of campus student groups
from a diverse array of backgrounds,” said Barrows-Friedman.
The shift has expanded beyond
students and campuses. In the
Washington area, advertisements
calling for the United States to cease
funding the Israeli military have
been posted on the walls of the
Metro and on public buses. Such
ads would have been unthinkable
a few years ago but the fact that
they can hang today without being defaced or becoming the focus
of a media storm is an indication of
the shift in Americans’ perception
towards the Palestinian cause. Another reason for the change in dynamic stems from recent violence.
“Last summer with the Gaza invasion, Palestinian voices were
more louder than I’ve heard before,” said Zeina Azzam, the Washington-based executive director
of The Jerusalem Fund for Education & Community Development.
“There were more points of views

and people were objecting to what
was going on.” Azzam said many
new voices came through social
media platforms that did not previously exist. “Reports from Gaza
itself made it into social media and
even some mainstream media,” he
said.
Of course, Azzam pointed out,
it did not change much on the
ground. “The invasion continued
and hundreds of children were
killed and Gaza was devastated,”
she said.
Still, many hold out hope for the
future and that hope will likely begin on college campuses across the
United States.
“I think a lot of change will come
because of young courageous students,” Azzam said.
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British identity crisis likely to limit foreign role
Tom Dinham

W

hatever the results
of May 7th’s parliamentary elections,
changing
voting
patterns linked to
questions of British identity and
Britain’s role in the world will result in a weak government unable
to implement an ambitious foreign
policy agenda.
The British electoral system,
known as First Past the Post
(FPTP), has traditionally returned
governments with strong majorities able to implement clear foreign
policy agendas. Under FPTP, parliamentarians represent electoral
constituencies where they only
need a plurality of the vote to win,
meaning that small changes in national support for one of the two
major parties has translated into
huge changes in the number of
seats they control in Parliament.

The party with the
largest share of the
vote must enter into
a coalition in order
to govern
In the 1997 election, for example, Labour won 43% of the
popular vote, but 63% of parliamentary seats. The result of clear
Parliamentary majorities was 13
years of strong Labour government
with a clear foreign policy agenda
marked, among other things, by
British military involvement in
both Afghanistan and Iraq.
Since the parliamentary election of 2010, however, FPTP has
stopped producing clear Parliamentary majorities. As a result,
the party with the largest share of
the vote must enter into a coalition
in order to govern. Robin Niblett,
director of foreign policy think-

tank Chatham House, noted that
this new status quo is not going to
change: “Structurally, I don’t think
the UK is going to return to a two
party system for the next 15 to 20
years and that’s as far forward as I
can see.”
Moreover, Niblett observes, the
new arrangement of multi-party
government will make an ambitious foreign policy difficult to implement.
“The smaller parties need to
make sure that they don’t lose their
identity and fairly easy places to do
that are on foreign policy. Those
countries that have been able to
rely on Britain serving as a trustworthy, reliable number two to the
United States [will find that] very
difficult in the future.”
Indeed, the effects coalition government on British foreign policy
already has occurred. In the summer of 2013 the governing Conservative-Liberal Democrat coalition
narrowly lost a vote authorising
military action against Syria in the
wake of the Assad regime’s use of
chemical weapons. Had the Conservative Party enjoyed a majority
in Parliament, it would likely have
won such a vote, providing strong
support to a potential U. S.-led intervention in Syria.
At the core of Britain’s new multi-party system lie two major questions of identity: Scottish independence and Britain’s relationship
with Europe. Since losing the independence referendum last year,
the pro-independence Scottish
National Party (SNP) has enjoyed a
surge in support in Scotland, at the
expense of Labour. The issue of independence has not gone away and
will have a major impact .
A recent Ipsos MORI poll predicted that Labour, which has traditionally dominated in Scotland,
will lose all 41 of its Parliamentary
seats there to the SNP. Without its
Scottish seats, it is virtually impos-

An essentially domestic agenda
sible for Labour to form a majority
government.
Similarly, the Conservative party
has been crippled by the rise of the
UK Independence Party (UKIP),
whose raison d’être is for Britain to leave the European Union.
UKIP regularly polls higher than
the Liberal Democrats, making it
the third largest party in Britain in
terms of the popular vote. The loss
of Conservative voters to UKIP is
also unlikely to be reversed, says
Niblett.
“I think the fragmentation of the
Conservative Party’s hold on the
centre right of the country will be
very difficult to put back together
again because UKIP voters don’t associate themselves with what they
think the Conservative Party has

become…simply to say I think we
are in a more multi-party system.”
With both major parties constrained by identity politics it is
difficult to see Britain returning
to the decisive foreign policy that
characterised the premiership of
Tony Blair. Unlike the Conservative
Party, Labour has not committed
to holding a referendum on British
membership of the European Union. Nevertheless, the question of
a British exit from the EU , dubbed
“Brexit,” is likely to arise whoever
wins the election, says Niblett.
“[Labour leader] Ed Miliband has
promised an in-out referendum,
he’s just put tougher conditions
and at some point in my opinion
those conditions are going to come
to pass.” Miliband has said he will

hold a referendum if the EU approves a new treaty that gives more
power to Brussels.
Even were the Conservatives to
win the election and hold a referendum on British membership of
the European Union, such an eventuality is unlikely to end the question of Britain’s place in the world.
Indeed, Quentin Peel, an expert
on European politics at Chatham
House, warned that a Brexit could
spell the end of Britain as a united
country.
“If there were a danger of the
English voting to leave Europe, the
Scots will vote to leave the United
Kingdom,” he says.
Tom Dinham is an Arab Weekly
correspondent in London.

Bill Maher and the US conversation on Islam
Washington
Rasha Elass

U

S comedian Bill Maher
recently ruffled a few
too many feathers with a
joke. He likened a young
pop singer Zayn Malik,
who happens to be of Muslim heritage, to Dzhokhar Tsarnaev, the convicted Boston Marathon bomber.
The joke triggered a barrage of
disapproval on Twitter, where the
hashtag #RespectForZayn continues to trend.
It was not the first time Maher triggered controversy with a
joke about a Muslim or Islam, nor
the first time he encountered a
damning response to his humour.
CNN.com ran Bill Maher’s Muslim
Problem and the Daily Beast published Maher’s Lamest Muslim Joke
Yet?, which ranked among the topread articles on the site.

The topic of Islam is
one of the most
polarising in
America
Salon magazine ran an opinion
article titled: Bill Maher, Listen Up:
30 Do’s and Don’ts for Covering Muslims and Islam, with advice such as:
“Do not assume Arabs = Muslims
and Muslims = Arabs,” and “Do not
lump Islamist with jihadist with
Salafist with Traditionalist.”
Even some of Maher’s self-professed fans were critical, such as religion scholar Reza Aslan, who dismissed Maher’s Islam jokes as “not
very sophisticated”.
Maher’s supporters rushed to his
defence. Maher is “an equal opportunity” basher, they argued, sparing no one his satire, including Jews

and Evangelical Christians and,
they argue, no one pays attention.
So why the Muslim exceptionalism?
All the hoopla goes beyond political correctness and hurt feelings.
Perhaps unknown to Maher, his
joke captured the tenor of the conversation about Islam in the United
States. On the one hand, there is
widespread fear and disgust with
Islamist extremism, on the other,
Maher’s joke challenged a taboo for
liberal sensibilities: to generalise
the sins of a few onto the whole on
the basis of creed, religion, ethnicity or race.
It is in this polarised atmosphere
that Maher cracked his joke and
then responded unapologetically
with a segment called “Explaining a
joke to idiots”.
Comedians serve a powerful role.
In oppressive countries, comedians can challenge and subvert the
status quo. Satirising the Islamic
State (ISIS) is widespread in Arab
countries and seems to help people
cope with stress of the turmoil.
In a democracy like the United
States, comedians can frame the
narrative and give it gravitas. Some
comedians, such as Jon Stewart,
do this brilliantly and are admired
even by those they satirise, including Muslim Americans.
Maher targets the same liberal audience as Stewart, regularly bashing
America’s conservatism but when
it comes to satirising Islam he is as
polarising as the topic itself.
When Maher put Malik’s headshot next to that of Tsarnaev and
said, addressing Malik, “Where
were you during the Boston bombing?” it was Maher’s own audience
that was momentarily shocked before a few broke into lukewarm applause. The joke was particularly
crass because Malik, at the tender
age of 22, has been the target of several racist cyber-attacks.

Not long before the Malik joke,
Maher rattled viewers when he convened a panel discussion about Islam, but did not invite a single Muslim or Islamic scholar.
“Islam is the mother lode of bad
ideas,” said panellist Sam Harris,
author of The End of Faith. “We’re
misled to believe that fundamentalists are the fringe.”

Even some
of Maher’s
self-professed fans
were critical
“It’s the only religion that acts
like the mafia, that will (expletive)
kill you if you say the wrong thing,
draw the wrong picture or write the
wrong book,” Maher added.
Other panellists disagreed, including Hollywood actor Ben Affleck, who has grown indignant
with Maher’s sweeping generalisations.
“You can’t say: ‘Because I’ve witnessed this behaviour … I’m willing to flatly condemn those of you
I don’t know and I’ve never met’…
That’s like saying: ‘You shifty Jew,’”
said Affleck in what became a
shouting match between two “poster boys” of American liberalism.
The topic of Islam is one of the
most polarising in America, with Islamophobia at its highest level ever,
worse even than in the immediate
aftermath of the 9/11 attacks. An
ABC poll indicated 47% of American
respondents in 2001 had a favourable view of Islam. That fell to 37% in
2010 and 27% in 2014.
But as Aslan points out, all the
talk is a good thing.
“A much-needed conversation is
finally being had, not just about the
problem of religion and violence
but about how we talk about it,” he
said.

Bill Maher, no stranger to controversy
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Saudi Arabia restructures world’s biggest energy company
Mohammed Alkhereiji

London

A

s part of larger restructuring plans, the Saudi
Arabian Oil Company
(Aramco) will no longer
be under the umbrella
of the kingdom’s Ministry of Petroleum.
Arabic language news channel,
Al Arabiya, citing unnamed sources reported that Aramco would be
separated from the ministry. In a
related development the company
announced a ten-member Supreme
Council of the Saudi Arabian Oil
Company, headed by Deputy Crown
Prince Mohammed bin Salman bin
Abdul-Aziz, would be overseeing
the affairs of the world’s biggest energy company.

Saudi Aramco has
crude reserves of 265
billion barrels, more
than 15% of all global
oil deposits. It
produces more than
10 million barrels per
day
“I see it as a positive development
because change wasn’t brought to
Saudi Aramco for some time,” said
John Sfakianakis, Middle East director at Ashmore Group.
Sfakianakis told The Arab Weekly
that the restructuring of Aramco is
“well-placed and timed” and that
changes in terms of personalities
and eventually structure and reporting lines will yield positive results.
Moreover, Mohammad Al Sabban, a
former adviser to the incumbent oil
minister, Ali al-Naimi, told Reuters
that the restructuring would make
Aramco stronger by bringing “more

flexibility to the company to take
decisions on a commercial basis and
keep full financial control”.
However, a source of much
speculation among analysts in the
kingdom and abroad is what this
restructuring means for the Saudi
Ministry of Petroleum, which in the
past took its directives from the recently dissolved Supreme Council
for Petroleum and Mineral Affairs,
which was led by the king.
“The Ministry of Petroleum could
continue to do what other ministries of petroleum do, which is to
decide on oil policy,” Sfakianakis
told The Arab Weekly. “Just because
they were overseeing Saudi Aramco
doesn’t mean that it has to continue to be the case. They could very
well continue with policy-making,
which they used to do and will continue to, without necessarily managing the day-to-day affairs of Saudi
Aramco.
“Aramco could very well concentrate on managing its affairs and
looking at production of oil, hydrocarbons, gas and really concentrating on its own house,” he added.
But a former OPEC executive,
who spoke to The Arab Weekly on
the condition of anonymity, says
the Ministry of Petroleum could
also diversify its activities, with a
focus on alternative energy sources,
from solar, nuclear and even hydroelectric power derived from water,
making it an all-purpose energy
ministry.
Saudi Arabia has been actively
trying to diversify its economy and
lessen its dependency on oil-based
revenues and, because of the rising domestic consumption of crude
oil used for generating electricity,
the government has ventured into
exploring alternative sources of
power.
Earlier this year, the kingdom announced it was delaying its cleanenergy programme, which included

Saudi Aramco plant
$109 billion in solar power, by eight
years. The clean energy project’s
goal is to provide one-third of the
country’s electricity needs from solar panels, with the goal of saving
more oil for exporting purposes.
In the same week that saw major reshuffling within government
ranks, Aramco Senior Vice-President Amin Nasser was promoted to
interim president and chief executive officer (CEO) of the company,
while former Aramco CEO Khalid alFalih was named health minister. He
will also act as Aramco’s chairman.

This sparked conjecture regarding Naimi, 79 and oil minister since
1995, who has publicly stated that
he would like to retire in the near
future. Ehsan Ul-Haq, oil analyst at
KBC Energy Economics, told Reuters it was highly likely that Prince
Abdulaziz bin Salman, a son of King
Salman, could be appointed to replace Naimi.
The king promoted Abdulaziz,
long a member of Saudi Arabia’s
OPEC delegation, to deputy oil minister from assistant oil minister earlier this year.

Saudi Aramco has crude reserves
of 265 billion barrels, more than
15% of all global oil deposits. It produces more than 10 million barrels
per day, three times as much as the
world’s largest listed oil company,
ExxonMobil, while its reserves are
more than 10 times larger.
If Aramco were to go public, it
would probably become the first
company to be valued at more than
$1 trillion.
Mohammed Alkhereiji is the Gulf
section editor of The Arab Weekly.

Time for an entrepreneurial uprising in Egypt
View poi nt

Sherif Kamel

Cairo

E

gypt needs a new
uprising; an entrepreneurial uprising that
will create a pool of
energetic, passionate,
technology-savvy
entrepreneurs and agents of
change who will make a difference.
But an entrepreneurial uprising requires an entrepreneurial
ecosystem, which requires the
cooperation of multiple stakeholders: young people, practitioners,
academics, industry experts, business leaders, mentors, investors,
innovators – all are necessary to
create the entrepreneurial space.
Creating an entrepreneurial culture
is never a one-man show nor the
playground of one organisation. It
is a collective effort towards common goals: creating jobs and boosting economic productivity.
Egypt’s population is growing by
2.1% — or more than 2 million people — annually and 58% of Egypt’s
85 million people are under the age
of 25. Egypt’s public sector employs
7.1 million people, which puts a
huge pressure on the government
but still means that the bulk of the
population earns its living from the
private sector. More specifically,
small and medium enterprises
(SMEs) employ 70% of Egypt’s
workforce and contribute 25% of
the country’s gross domestic
product (GDP); 90% of Egypt’s

SMEs are family businesses.
Egypt’s culture and tradition
of SME are distinct advantages
for SMEs are the primary venues
by which entrepreneurs provide
economies with a continuous supply of ideas, skills and innovation.
In countries with a large youth
population, SMEs are an ideal
platform for employment and job
creation in major cities as well as
remote locations.
Egypt is not rich in natural
resources but it is blessed with
the resource of human capital, an
incredible force that could move
Egypt forward by creating a startup culture. And as the Arab world’s
largest and most influential nation,
developments in Egypt could proliferate across the Middle East, given
that the demographics of many
countries are similar to Egypt’s.
But start-ups and SMEs can make
a difference only if the proper legal,
investment and other support
mechanisms are in place. To be
successful, start-ups need to scale
up and scaling up cannot happen
unless the right infrastructure and

Small and medium enterprises
(SMEs) employ 70% of Egypt’s
workforce
Fuelling the entrepreneurial spirit

“infostructure” is in place, disseminated and institutionalised.
In this environment, SMEs have
the potential to create the thousands of jobs in the years to come —
exactly what the economies of the
region need.
For a decade now, many Arab
countries have been testing the
prospects of creating an entrepreneurial space to ensure employment for their youth. Youth in the
Arab world are eager to make a difference, start their own businesses
and contribute to the society.
Unlike previous generations,
they are not primarily looking for
opportunities as civil servants.
They want to take risks, venture
into the business world and find out
whether they have all that it takes
to be successful in a competitive
marketplace.
This represents a huge and positive shift in mindset. Egyptians are
traditionally risk averse, preferring
the notion of “wait and see” over
taking immediate, not well-studied
and deliberated actions. This has
been changing since the early

SMEs have
the potential
to create
thousands
of jobs

years of the 21st century and has
been facilitated by the widespread
diffusion of the communications
technology across Egypt, which
boasts more than 52% and 114%
internet and mobile penetration
rates, respectively. The diffusion of
information and communication
technology (ICT) has had a positive
effect on the growing role of SMEs
and the associated opportunities
that come with it.
With the need to create more
than 800,000 jobs per year in
Egypt, the path for development
and growth can only be created
through an agile, competitive and
expanding start-up community.
Creating a thriving start-up
environment requires both talented
individuals and a receptive and
supportive society. While spreading the notion of entrepreneurship
to a broader audience across the
community, there also is a need to
identify, mentor, incubate, finance,
connect and support those who
possess natural talents, facilitating
their success. From theoretical and
academic, to practical and applied,
the space of entrepreneurship is
well on its way to help build Egypt’s
economy.
Egypt is a nation that is more
than 7,000 years old, with a rich
history, culture and civilisation.
But it is a new land of opportunity
and so much opportunity remains
untapped, especially Egypt’s precious and invaluable human capital.
A nationwide competitive entrepreneurial uprising can help build
a culture that could turn Egypt into
a start-up society and eventually a
start-up nation.
Sherif Kamel is Professor of management information systems and
founding dean of the School of
Business at the American University
in Cairo (AUC).
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Lebanese goods stranded after border closed
Beirut

L

ebanon’s land exports to
Gulf markets have been
choked off, leaving millions
of dollars in goods stranded
after the closure of a vital
crossing on the Syrian-Jordanian
border.
The Nasib border point was the
last remaining gateway for Lebanese
truck drivers transporting agricultural and industrial products to Iraq
and Gulf countries. After Syrian rebels seized Nasib on April 1st, these
exports came to an abrupt halt.
Goods transported overland made
up 35% of all of Lebanon’s exports,
economic analyst Nassib Ghobril
told Agence France-Presse (AFP).
Customs authorities say Lebanese
exports to Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) states in 2014 amounted to
$920 million. Another $256 million
worth of goods was exported to Iraq.
But all those potential exports are
now effectively stuck in Lebanon,
he said.
“The Nasib crossing was the only
way for Lebanese products to be exported by land. Since it closed, there
are no more land crossings now,”
Ghobril said.
Before the Syrian crisis erupted
in 2011, Lebanese products travelled frequently through Lebanon’s
neighbour, then on to Iraq to the
east or to Jordan and Saudi Arabia
on the Gulf to the south. The Agriculture Ministry says that agricultural products make up 6% of gross
domestic product and 17% of total
exports. According to the Agriculture Ministry, the sector employs
20-30% of the Lebanese workforce.
As Syria’s war worsened, its border crossings with Iraq closed, leaving Lebanese truckers with only one
option: Nasib.
Omar al-Ali, head of Lebanon’s Re-

frigerated Truckers Syndicate, told
AFP that before the conflict about
250 trucks would cross from Lebanon into Syria every day. That number dropped to 120 daily because of
growing instability along Syria’s major highways and, with Nasib closed,
just a few trucks destined for the
shrinking Syrian market only leave
Lebanon every day.
Although one crossing along the
Syria-Iraq border remains open, Ali
said it is too dangerous to use.
According to Ghobril, Lebanon’s
land exports have been affected the
most by the Syrian crisis, apart from
tourism. Road closures have hit agricultural exports the hardest, since
they rely predominantly on land
routes and cannot be easily transported by air or sea.
“Our trucks transported our agricultural and industrial products.
This is what carried Lebanon’s economy,” Ali said, adding that the losses
could be in the millions of dollars.
“Now we have 900 refrigerated
trucks that are just sitting inside
Lebanon,” with others stuck in the
Gulf, he told AFP.
Alam said he lost at least $1 million in the three weeks after Nasib’s
closure. Many truckers can now be
found discussing their plight at their
syndicate’s offices in Bar Elias in
east Lebanon.
Ali said truck drivers made $1,500
a month “to provide for their families by generating activity in other
sectors. All of this has stopped now.”
To make up for routes through
Syria being closed, the Beirut government is looking at exporting
these goods by sea. According to
Ghobril, this alternative “requires
more time than by land, and it’s
definitely more expensive, but it’s
still better than nothing”. But Alam
downplayed the effectiveness of
maritime transport, saying some

Saudi bourse issues
rules ahead of
foreign opening
Small-time players need not apply
when the Saudi Arabian stock market opens to foreign investment on
June 15th.
The Capital Market Authority
(CMA) said institutional investors
must have a minimum of $5 billion
under management to invest directly in the bourse, Bloomberg News
reported.
CMA, the chief regulator, reserved
the right to lower the limit to $3
billion. It also restricted foreign
ownership of a single stock to 49%,
Bloomberg News said.
The CMA previously announced
that individual investors will be excluded. Until now, only companies
registered in Saudi Arabia or the
five other Gulf Cooperation Council
(GCC) countries could make transactions directly on the Tadawul
All-Shares Index, the largest Arab
bourse. Foreigners could trade indirectly through Saudi and GCC-based
investment funds.
The bourse has a market capitalisation of more than $500 billion.
(Agence France-Presse)

Packing fruits into crates
green produce would not stay fresh
long enough for the journey. In his
warehouse in Bar Elias, young men
and girls pack oranges, apples and
fresh lettuce — whose prices have
dramatically dropped — into crates
and boxes for export by air.
As the peak harvest seasons in
August and September draw closer,

exporters and truckers are hoping
for a speedy solution to the problem but Agriculture Minister Akram
Chehayeb, speaking after a cabinet
meeting on the crisis last week, was
not hopeful.
“Unfortunately, we have become
an island,” he said.
(Agence France-Presse)

Forget the war, says Syria’s tourism minister,
head for the beaches
Haitham Hasan

Damascus

A

mid a new surge of fighting in Syria’s 4-year-old
civil war, the government, with a timing that
is either daring or demented, has come up with a plan to
revive the battered tourist industry
that generated $8.3 billion in 2010 —
hit the beaches!
“We won’t wait until the war
ends,” Tourism Minister Bishr Yazigi
told The Arab Weekly.
“We’ll do our best to revive this
vital blood vessel that nurtures the
economy,” he declared as he outlined an ambitious plan to promote
tourism by Syrians and reconstruct
historical and religious sites damaged in the war. The hordes of foreign tourists who flocked to Syria
before the war will have to wait, it
seems.

Wartime losses are
estimated at $1.3
billion a year since
the conflict began
The plan, to refurbish once-bustling resorts along the Mediterranean coast, may be a desperate effort by the beleaguered regime of
President Bashar Assad to show it
is “business as usual”, although it is
difficult to believe that war-battered
Syrians will be able to respond to
Yazigi’s clarion call to hit the beaches.Needless to say the Syrian conflict, in which more than 200,000
people have been killed and 3 million become refugees, has left the
once-flourishing tourism industry
in ruins.
In 2010, the $8.3 billion earned
from tourism accounted for 12% of
gross domestic product (GDP), a

Syrians ride the “tourist train” in Damascus, following the
re-opening of the rail route
60% increase over 2009, according
to Syrian government figures. Much
of the revenue was generated from
4.6 million Arabs, 1.5 million Syrians
living abroad and 2.3 million other
tourists who visited.
Wartime losses are estimated at
$1.3 billion a year since the conflict
began. The number of visitors nosedived by 98%. Journalists and
foreign delegations accounted for
the other 2%. At least 370 touristic
establishments have closed and 11%
of the population, which was previously employed in the sector, has
been left jobless.
In 2014, the government unveiled
plans to encourage tourists to Latakia, a Mediterranean city that was
once a prominent destination for local and Arab sightseers on the Mediterranean.
However, the province — the
heartland and power base of Assad’s minority Alawite regime — has
been the scene of heavy fighting in
several bungled offensives by Islamist and other rebels seeking to top-

Briefs

ple the Damascus regime. In Hama,
Yazigi’s ministry has been trying
to attract small and medium-sized
tourist projects, including a hotel
and a recreation centre equipped
with Jacuzzi, sauna and steam
rooms.
Three UNESCO World Heritage
Sites in Syria — Palmyra, Krac des
Chevaliers and the Aleppo Citadel —
have been badly, possibly irretrievably, damaged but they are still being
marketed as potential safe destinations by Yazigi’s ministry.
As for religious sites, the government is promoting pilgrimages as it
renovates churches in Maaloula, a
Christian-majority village north of
Damascus and the only place in the
world where Aramaic, the language
spoken in Jesus’s day, is still spoken. The government recaptured
Maaloula from Islamic State (ISIS)
militants last April, following the
destruction of several of its religious
and historic sites.
Many of archaeological sites were
looted or sabotaged by smugglers

for financial gains. UNESCO warned
against the menace facing Syria’s
priceless heritage. The UN agency
listed six archaeological locations
as endangered world heritage sites,
among them are the Old City in
Aleppo, Busra al-Sham and the Palmyra ruins. Yazigi said although the
Syrian army has retreated from economically viable oil fields captured
by militants in Syria’s central and
eastern regions, “we insist on preserving and protecting the ruins of
Palmyra”.
A Damascus travel agent told The
Arab Weekly he had received inquiries from European travel agencies
about the possibility of organising
tourist trips to Syria. He declined
to elaborate and identified himself
only by his first name, Elias.
Yazigi concurred, saying, “We’re
constantly receiving requests to receive tourist groups but we’re taking things easy, because the safety
of tourists is a top priority as far as
tourism is concerned.”
He said 17 French tourists — all
of them of Syrian descent — arrived
in April and visited a number of
sites in the Damascus countryside,
Homs and the coastal areas. “Politics govern everything,” a 25-yearold receptionist at a three-star hotel
in Marjeh, a downtown Damascus
neighbourhood, told The Arab
Weekly. He identified himself by his
first name, Mufeid.
“We used to receive people from
the Arab Gulf, Sudan, Asia, students, workers and tourists,” he
lamented. “Nowadays, displaced
people are sleeping in the streets
and they’re unable to secure a hotel
room. Prices have increased by six
or seven times. We have vacancies
but no tourists.”
Haitham Hasan is a contributor to
The Arab Weekly from Damascus,
where he has been covering Syria
for nearly ten years.

Flow halted to
Libya’s Zueitina oil
port
All crude flows to Libya’s Zueitina
port stopped after protesters demanding jobs blocked a pipeline,
forcing the closure of several eastern oilfields, oil officials said.
State oil firm NOC confirmed the
port closure but did not specify the
impact on production.
The closure should lower oil output to as low as 400,000 barrels a
day, according to estimates based
on previous production figures.
A port official said the security
situation at the terminal was normal, adding that the port would
technically stay open. Libyan oil
ports and oilfields regularly have to
shut down due to protesters seizing
them or armed groups fighting for
control of the facilities.
The protesters were complaining
they had not been hired by the state
as promised by a previous oil minister, an engineer told Reuters.
Zueitina was one of the few Libyan ports exporting oil as the largest have closed due to fighting or
blocked oilfields connected to them,
part of turmoil gripping the North
African country four years after the
ousting of Muammar Qaddafi.
Near the main eastern city of
Benghazi, it has closed several
times since 2011 due to protesters
demanding jobs or management
changes at state oil firms.
(Reuters)

IMF may agree on
$800 million loan to
Iraq
Iraq has requested financial assistance from the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and agreement may
be reached within weeks on a loan
of about $800 million, a senior IMF
official said.
Iraqi finances have been hit hard
by the year-long plunge of oil prices
as well as by the Islamic State (ISIS)
insurgency. The government has
projected a budget deficit of about
$25 billion this year, in a budget of
some $100 billion.
Aid from the IMF could ease the
pressure and, by increasing investor
confidence, help Iraq raise money
from other sources. Baghdad has
said it plans to issue $5 billion of
debt in its first international bond
sale for nine years.
(Reuters)
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Honour killings:
a crime in the name of “family honour”
Roufan Nahhas

Amman

J

ordanian high-school dropout Suha was stabbed to
death by her teenage brother
who suspected she was dating a neighbour.
Suha was one of 23 women killed
in Jordan in 2014 in what are widely called “honour crimes”, or killings committed by male relatives
against women for being raped,
losing their virginity, having a relationship out of wedlock or for simply dating. The crimes are committed, even on the slight suspicion or
rumour that the woman knows a
man, to “wash the family shame”.
The phenomenon is not limited
to Jordan but extends to other
male-dominated countries where
men have the final say in all family
matters. The United Nations estimates that more than 5,000 women worldwide are killed annually in
domestic violence.
“In our traditional societies,
the status of a family depends on
the honour of a female member
whereby anything that happens
to a woman dishonours the whole
family,” said Rana Husseini, a journalist whose daring reporting more
than a decade ago lifted a taboo on
public discussions on the matter.

Some believe that
cleansing the family
honour can only be
solved by a bullet or
a knife
“Unfortunately, some believe
that cleansing the family honour
can only be solved by a bullet or
a knife,” Husseini told The Arab
Weekly.
“Honour killing” is an act of
“cleansing the family honour” by
eliminating the woman her male
relatives believe tarnished the family’s reputation.
State forensic specialist Dr Israa
Tawalbeh said autopsies reveal
that 99% of honour killing victims
are virgins. The remaining 1% may
have lost virginity in strenuous

sports activities, Tawalbeh told
The Arab Weekly. In conservative
societies across the Middle East, a
woman’s virginity is considered the
honour and pride of her father and
later a marriage gift to her husband.
In Egypt’s tribal communities, wedding celebrations are interrupted as
men stand behind the door of the
bridal chamber until they are given
the sheet from the room with a
blood spot on it to show townsmen
that the woman was a virgin.
In Jordan, women make up 49%
of the population of 7 million. They
are empowered in almost all sectors. Women serve as police and
traffic officers, judges, air force and
commercial airline pilots, lawyers,
doctors and engineers. There are
five women in the 28-member cabinet and 15 in the 150-seat Chamber
of Deputies. But they are either appointed to the cabinet or voted in
under a quota imposed by Jordan’s
King Abdullah II.
Abdullah — a progressive proWestern Arab leader — and his wife,
Queen Rania, fought an uphill battle in Jordan’s predominantly conservative legislature to impose
harsher punishments on rapists
and those who commit honour killings.
Parliament argued that sentences longer than the prevailing six
months in jail would encourage
women to commit vice. But the
king wanted relevant references in
the penal code revamped so that
honour killings would be considered the same as other murders,
punishable by a minimum of ten
years in prison.
It took at least three years to
amend the penal code, specifically
Article 98, and even then not quite
as much as the king had sought. Article 98 uses convoluted terminology and obliges judges to give high
regard to extenuating circumstances, such as male fits of rage, when
handing down sentences.
Jordanian lawyer Lubna Taweel
told The Arab Weekly that the law
“is in favour of men, not women”.
“Only men can benefit from Article 98 because a rapist or a perpetrator of an honour crime ends up
in jail for three or six months, then
he’s out to do it again,” Taweel said.

Protesting a shameful practice: “Women killers have no honour”
According to a Thomson Reuters
Foundation report on women’s
rights in the Arab world, Jordan
ranked second-worst, after Egypt,
in the category of honour killings.
The report said 10 honour crimes
were brought before judges in 2012.
Additionally, 24 women went into
protective police custody to avoid
being killed by male relatives.
While 25 honour killings were recorded in the first nine months of
2013 in the Palestinian territories,
99.3% of women in Egypt are subject to sexual harassment, according to the report.
In Lebanon, where official statistics are inaccurate or are not made
public, there is no law that prohibits sexual harassment in the workplace. The country ranked badly for
failing to punish marital rape and
there were 66 honour killings from
1999 through 2007, the report said.
The London-based non-governmental organisation Amnesty
International (AI) said honour killings breach Article 2 of the United

Nations Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against
Women (CEDAW), which prohibits
“engaging in any act or practice of
discrimination against women”.
But this means little to the brother who killed his pregnant sister
Nida in the northern Jordan city of
Jerash last summer. He stabbed her
three times in the stomach, pushed
her into the street while she was
still breathing and ran her over
with his vehicle until she died.
Surrendering to police, he told
interrogators that he received a call
from a friend telling him of his sister’s “bad behaviour and numerous
affairs”.
He confessed he “had to clean
my family’s honour”.
And, a 60-year-old father from
Amman had little regard for laws
when he stabbed his 25-year-old divorced daughter Mariam, also last
summer, after neighbours told him
that she had allegedly delivered a
baby out of wedlock.
Husseini said Jordan is becoming

aware that honour killings are like
all other murders and that “now is
the time to put an end to them”.
Honour killings may decrease
but are unlikely to stop as long as
Arab societies are “dominated by
males”, added Husseini, who published a book — Murder in the Name
of Honour — dedicated to the slain
women in the stories she covered.
Husseini said the phenomenon
extends to countries outside the
Arab world. “Pakistan has the highest percentage of honour killings
because women have no say in a
society dominated by men,” she
said.
For Husseini, the worst honour
killing story she covered was of
a 16-year-old schoolgirl who was
killed by one of her brothers.
“He killed her because she was
raped by another brother.”
Roufan Nahhas is an Arab Weekly
contributor. He has been covering
cultural issues from his base in
Jordan for more than two decades.

Morocco introduces reform to make abortion accessible
Agadir

I

t was just 7am and Hoda was
walking alone to a clinic in
the Moroccan coastal city of
Agadir. She had skipped breakfast: the Senegalese doctor had
told her that the abortion would be
better done on an empty stomach.
Four months pregnant by a man
who did not want to marry, Hoda
said she couldn’t have the child in
a society that sees unwed mothers
as little better than prostitutes. But
as she approached the illegal clinic,
something was clearly wrong.

Abortion in the Arab
world is mostly
illegal except in
cases of foetal
malformation or
danger to the
mother’s health
Police escorted a handcuffed
doctor out of the clinic as a crowd
gathered. Inside, a woman had just
died from a botched abortion.
“She had haemorrhaged, there
was blood everywhere,” recalled
Hoda, who spoke on condition that
her last name was not used because
of the sensitivity of the situation.
An estimated 600 to 800 abortions are performed every day in
Morocco, where the operation is

illegal except in cases where there
is a threat to the mother’s health.
Although the procedure is widely
practiced underground, the subject
has long been taboo.
Years of activism, however, culminated in March in a new official
move to reform the law to reduce
the number of illegal abortions by
making operations more accessible.
“Morocco’s penal code on abortion is very restrictive, the law is not
fair to women,” Moroccan Health
Minister El Houssaine Louardi told
the Associated Press. “It’s out of
date and doesn’t take into account
the reality that Moroccans live in
these days. There is an urgent need
to revise this law.”
With the exception of Tunisia,
where the procedure was legalised
in 1973, abortion in the Arab world
is mostly illegal except in cases of
foetal malformation or danger to
the mother’s health — though in
most countries there is an informal
“Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” policy that
makes the practice widespread. Reform in Morocco could have wide
repercussions for women around
the region.
In Morocco, calls for reform were
sparked in December when Dr
Chafik Chraibi, head of obstetrics at
Rabat’s Maternity hospital and part
of an organisation fighting against
illegal abortions, was fired after
he gave an interview to a French
TV programme in which he con-

Members of Moroccan parliament at a conference against illegal
abortion (2012 file photo)
demned the laws that forced the
practice underground.
A rare debate among intellectuals and political party leaders followed, culminating in Chraibi’s
reinstatement and Moroccan King
Mohammed VI asking religious
scholars and justice officials to
come up with ways to revise the
law to reduce the number of illegal
abortions.
Chraibi said his activism came
out of years of working on hospital
wards, when women and girls who

tried to give themselves abortions
would be admitted horribly injured
and near death.
For Morocco’s rich and the middle class, abortions are easily accessible, costing $220-$1,100 in
hospitals and clinics. But the poor
resort to more “traditional” methods, such as poison or sharp objects.
Veteran activist Aicha Ech-Chenna, who runs an organisation that
gives job training to single mothers
and provides daycare, scoffs at the

objections of the religious.
Many of the young women at her
centre came from religious backgrounds and were persuaded by
their boyfriends to enter into “customary” marriages that supposedly allow them to have sex but have
no legal standing.
Chraibi said he wanted the new
law to broaden the definition of the
mother’s health to include psychological, physical and social aspects,
so that cases such as rape, incest,
poverty, age and other circumstances could be considered.
Religious scholars and the Justice
Ministry could well come back to
the king with a much more restrictive reform than either Chraibi or
the health minister have proposed.
Prominent imam Mustapha Benhamza has cautioned against calls
for abortion in cases of foetal malformation and the moderate Islamist Party that heads the governing
coalition is also reportedly against
increasing access to abortion.
Hoda changed her mind and
decided to have her child after
what she saw in the Agadir clinic.
But she had to leave Agadir for
Morocco’s commercial capital of
Casablanca and has had very little
contact with her family, who said
she has shamed them. “My family
hasn’t accepted my son,” she said.
“To this day, they tell me never to
bring him by.”
(The Associated Press)
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Cyber-crimes on the rise in MENA region
Mohammed Alkhereiji

London

T

he Saudi-owned, panArab daily al-Hayat was
attacked in April by hackers calling themselves
the Yemen Cyber Army.
The hackers kept the influential
London-based newspaper offline
for several hours and uploaded a
picture of Hezbollah leader Hassan
Nasrallah with the caption, “We are
waiting for you.”
A mere 24 hours before that,
pro-Saudi hackers compromised
the YouTube and Twitter accounts
affiliated with the Iranian stateowned Arabic news channel AlAlam and tweeted a fabricated item
about the death of Houthi leader
Abdul Malik al-Houthi. The hackers topped it off by uploading a
video of Saudi King Salman standing in front of the Saudi flag with a
patriotic Saudi song playing in the
background.

37%
of economic crimes
are attributed to
computer-based
operations
Although these cyber-attack examples were relatively harmless, in
the last few years the level of ambition and sophistication of cybercrime operations have resulted in
significant disruptions.
In August 2012 the world’s big-

gest oil and gas company, Saudi
Aramco, fell victim to a modified
malware virus that infected 30,000
of the firm’s computers. The Shamoon virus, which took Aramco ten
days to eradicate, was courtesy of a
politically motivated group calling
itself the Cutting Sword of Justice,
which US investigators say is tied
to Iran, according to a report in the
Wall Street Journal.
About the same time, Qatar’s
RasGas was hit with the same virus.
Cyber-crime is on the rise in the
Middle East with a reported 37%
of economic crimes attributed
to computer-based operations.
Cyber-crimes are the second
most common form of economic
crime reported, with the most
widespread attempts coming via
applications, systems and networks. Mobile devices, removable storage devices and data
held by third parties are also at
significant risk, according to
the PwC Middle East Economic
Crime Survey.
This new reality, ushered in
by the two 2012 major attacks,
has prompted regional governments to address the growing
threat. The UAE introduced
new cyber-crime laws, while
Saudi Arabia enacted the 2012
Arab Cybercrime Agreement.
According to Saudi cyber laws, if an individual or
group knowingly accesses
a
government
network
without authorisation, particularly if the information
accessed has national security implications, this could
lead to a $1.3 million fine and up to

ten years in prison; the same penalty as for charges of supporting
terrorism through the internet.
In terms of regional threats to the
Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC),

A tool for all uses

cyber-warfare is becoming a preferred method. Iran for example,
in just a few short years has gone
from having grade D level capabilities to almost the same standard of
sophistication of that of China and
Russia, according to analysts.
Even the Islamic State
(ISIS), arguably the
most tech-savvy militant organisation, is
in on the cyber-action,
although its activities
have been mostly restricted to Europe and
the United States.
Ghareeb Saad, a senior security researcher
at Kaspersky Lab, an antivirus and internet security software firm, told
The Arab Weekly that politically motivated cyberattacks were on the rise
regionally.
“These attacks aim to
steal politically sensitive
information, intelligence or
to track and monitor users
who are of political interest to the hackers,” he said.
“These types of attacks depend on something called
‘social engineering’, which
is not a technically advanced
attack but is a method where
users are duped into downloading files or following links
that lead to their computer or
network
getting
compromised.”
In terms of the financial cost
of cyber-crimes in MENA region,
Saad told The Arab Weekly, “In
the last few years, especially with

the trend of using online banking and shopping, cyber-attacks
caused by banking Trojans and
spamming attacks have increased,
causing significant financial losses
to end-users, while the damage to
enterprises and business has been
massively increasing, we have
been monitoring multiple attacks
on banks, which has actually led to
millions of dollars being stolen.”

The level of ambition
and sophistication of
cyber-crimes have
resulted in
significant
disruptions
The cyber-security expert emphasised the negative ramifications
go beyond the monetary and that
damage to the business entity’s
reputation might be irreversible.
“If you are using online banking
and you are on the receiving end
of a cyber-crime, the probability
of you continuing banking through
the internet after that experience is
very slim.
This is more damaging to businesses then just financial losses,”
Saad said. In terms of awareness,
governments in the MENA region
have become wise, according to
Saad.
“They are moving in the right
direction and are adopting security solutions and policies to improve the safety of their networks.
Governments are also building
their own computer emergency
response teams to tackle potential
cyber-attacks,” he added.

Running clubs gain traction in Cairo
Cairo

Y

oung Egyptians are once
again organising on social media and taking to
the streets of Cairo by the
hundreds every Friday,
not to protest injustice or clash
with police but to enjoy long runs
through one of the world’s most
crowded and chaotic cities.
On a recent Friday morning,
around 300 people gathered at a
central square, a small fraction of
the 2,500 who had signed up for
the event on Facebook but a reasonable showing for an event at
7am on a weekend.
Organisers with bullhorns led the
crowd of young men and women —
many wearing headscarves — in a
warm-up and then they took off,
flooding a four-lane road and oc-

casionally parting before honking
taxis.
Cairo, a city of some 20 million
people packed onto the banks of
the Nile, with few green spaces
and no jogging paths, is an unlikely
venue for distance running.
The streets are jammed at nearly all hours with smoke-belching
microbuses, manic taxis, speeding motorbikes and the occasional
donkey cart. The crumbling sidewalks are often worse — blocked
by parked cars, mounds of garbage
and mangy street dogs. Anyone
who runs in Cairo can expect stares
and gentle mocking and women
must contend with leering, lewdness and occasional unwanted
touching.
And yet despite all the obstacles,
young Egyptians have launched
several increasingly popular run-

ning clubs over the past two years.
A half-marathon draws thousands
of runners and more than 200 volunteers — some wearing American
football pads and helmets — deftly
guide the runners through traffic
circles and onto and off overpasses.
Small running groups catering
mainly to expatriates have been
around for years but Egyptians
trace the growth in local interest
to Cairo Runners, a group with a
large social media presence that
attracts hundreds of people to its
weekly runs and has inspired similar groups across the city.
“The first time I ever went out
on the streets to run was with Cairo Runners,” said Mariz Doss, 27,
who is one of the group’s organisers. “Whenever I travelled outside
Egypt I saw that people had the
opportunity to run outside in their

own country and I thought it was
a pity that we didn’t have this in
Egypt.”
The group organises weekly runs
and advertises them on its Facebook page, which has more than
320,000 “likes”. The runs are usually early Friday — the first day of
the Egyptian weekend — when
streets are mostly empty. Strength
in numbers protects the runners
from both cars and street harassment.
“We run when everything that is
wrong with Cairo is asleep and that
has been our winning formula,”
said Salma Shahin, the group’s social media manager. Shahin’s cousin, Ibrahim Safwat, founded Cairo
Runners in December 2012. The
first run attracted 70 people, now
a weekly 5k can draw up to 2,000,
she said.
The group began organising runs
nearly two years after Egypt’s popular uprising toppled longtime autocrat Hosni Mubarak. At the time,
Egyptians were fiercely divided
over his successor, the Islamist
president Muhammad Morsi. Demonstrations regularly set off clashes
and if hundreds of people were running through the streets it was usually to get away from something.

Organisers say
they’ve never
encountered
problems with the
authorities

Urban athletes

“The first time we ran in the
streets all the workers and doormen
stared at us,” Doss recalls. “They
asked, ‘Who are you running from?
Is this a demonstration or what?’”
The streets have been much
calmer over the past year following a massive crackdown by the
military-backed government of
President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi, who
overthrew Morsi at the height of
the unrest in 2013.
Organisers say they’ve never encountered problems with the authorities. “When hundreds of peo-

ple are in running shoes and shorts,
we don’t seem that scary,” Shahin
said. And the runners say ordinary
people have grown used to seeing
them trot by in the mornings.
“In the beginning, people thought
it was very strange but they’ve gotten used to it,” said Ashraf Samir,
a 47-year-old accountant who has
been running with Cairo Runners
since last year.
“You get to breathe clean air, you
get to run far away from any chaos
or traffic and you get to know nice
people at the same time,” he said.
Mahmoud al-Aawadi, 27, who
joined the group two years ago,
tells the kind of road-to-Damascus
story one often hears from running
enthusiasts. “It was the first time I
had done any sports at all in my entire life — I didn’t even play soccer
when I was a kid,” he said. “I used
to smoke cigarettes.”
Now he goes to the gym, swims
laps and in April attended a night
practice run to prepare for the half
marathon. “I would have never imagined,” he said. “When I started I
ran 500 metres, now I do 7 kilometres. I run further and further every
time. The others encourage me and
we all encourage one another.”
The running groups are adamantly non-political but when runners
describe how the sport has brought
them together, and how they have
reclaimed their city’s squares and
streets, one hears an echo of the
early days of Egypt’s 2011 uprising
when a spirit of inclusiveness prevailed in Cairo’s Tahrir Square.
Doss said that during the darkest days of recent years, when the
country was gripped by unrest and
furiously divided, running brought
people together.
“I remember at that time I was
running and beside me were people
from different backgrounds, different beliefs, different religions,” she
said. “It doesn’t cross your mind if
the person beside you is a Christian
or a Muslim or whatever. You just
come for one purpose, to run, and
to enjoy your time running.”
(The Associated Press)
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Yemen’s jewellery
tradition depicted in
Silver Treasures from
the Land of Sheba
Najwa Margaret Saad

Washington

T

he Queen of Sheba — the
name conjures the image
of a majestic South Arabian woman of the Sabaean
people, who travelled by
camel caravan to Jerusalem bearing
spices, jewels and gold, on a mission to test King Solomon’s wisdom.
Her people lived in an area the Romans named “Arabia Felix” —
“Happy Arabia” in Latin —
so named for its riches.
One of the oldest centres of
civilisation
in the Near
East,
the
land today
is known
as Yemen.
Yemen
is
known for its ancient
trade routes and textiles but Yemeni craftsmen also produced some
of the world’s most complex, carved silver jewellery. Recently, former
US Foreign Service officer Marjorie
Ransom invited guests to her Washington home to discuss her book,
Silver Treasures from the Land of

Sheba. Last summer, the Library of
Congress hosted the book’s launch
in its Middle East Reading Room.
Ransom lived and worked in the
Middle East for more than three
decades and spent many months
in Yemen researching, collecting
and documenting traditional jewellery making. Based on her survey
of Yemen from north to south, Ransom’s book describes the jewellery
styles unique to each geographic
area. The type of jewellery a
woman wore typically
depended on her status: unmarried, bride
or married.
Thanks to guides
and Yemeni friends,
Ransom traversed the
country, interviewing
craftsmen
and visiting with the
women who
wore their jewellery with pride. Silver Treasures preserves this
disappearing cultural tradition for
the historical record.
Yemen’s rich history of silver craft
is not widely known and Ransom’s
book fills an important need by offering historical context, comprehensive descriptions of the jewellery-making process. With more

A 90-year-old necklace from Hajja

A pendant made about 50 years ago
than 300 photographs, it is both
definitive for the serious researcher
and fascinating for the curious collector.
Jewellery designers and ethnographers will find inspiration from
the fantastically intricate designs
and the weaving of mixed media, including silver, coins, cockles, leather and threads. Complementing the
silver, designs often include Yemeni
agates, carnelians (heated agates)
and amber. Coral and red glass are
also used as well as ceramic and coloured plastic beads.
For centuries, countless competing tribes, ruling elites and foreign
powers held dominion over Yemen,

Bracelets made by Ahmed Bahashwan

whose people followed many different religions, including polytheist
and Christian traditions. Beginning
in the sixth century, a Himyarite
king named Dhu Nuwas declared
Judaism the state religion but was
ultimately defeated by the Ethiopians. Islam arrived in 630 AD and
became the predominant faith, but
Jewish and Muslim communities
co-existed.
Over many years, the Jewish community thrived and became known
for its talent in silver craft. Jewellery
from Yemen is similar in style to that
of ancient Sumeria, including its cylindrical amulet cases for containing
religious verses and magical incan-

tations, the ornately crafted globe
beads and the generous inclusion of
silver coins.
Yemeni-Jewish craftsmen produced beautiful silver pieces for
Muslims and Jews.
Gradually
though, with the spread of Islam,
the number of Jewish families in
Yemen declined and in the 1940s
most emigrated to Israel. A formal
mass transfer organised by Israel in
1949-50 was fancifully called Operation Magic Carpet; a few emigrated
to the United States.
Najwa Margaret Saad is a Washington correspondent for The Arab
Weekly.

Morocco a magnet for film producers
Ouarzazate

Q

“

uiet!” The cry rings
out
in
English,
French and Arabic
across the cobblestoned streets of
Jerusalem, as filming begins for a
scene in the series A.D. The Bible
Continues.
But while the arched doorways,
balconies and furnishings all say
Roman-era Palestine, the real-life
setting is southern Morocco.
Viewers in the United States and
elsewhere in the world may not
know it but they have seen a lot
of Morocco in the past year. It has
served as the Baghdad of American
Sniper, the Tehran seen in TV series
Homeland, the Mali of American
Odyssey and the Egypt that will
appear in the mini-series King Tut.
Morocco has also portrayed Somalia numerous times, including in
the 2001 film Blackhawk Down and
more recently in Captain Philips.
And it will be Saudi Arabia in this
year’s Hologram for a King, also
starring Tom Hanks.

It has been a banner
year for Morocco’s
status as a gigantic
film-set with $120
million spent by
foreign film
productions in the
country in 2014
It has been a banner year for Morocco’s status as a gigantic film-set
-- with $120 million spent by foreign
film productions in the country in
2014, more than in the five previous
years put together.
The North African kingdom is riding high on its reputation for stability and exotic locales but industry
officials say that Morocco needs to
do more — and offer more incentives — to realise its potential as a

filming destination. It is contending
with increasingly stiff competition
from South Africa and other countries that offer deep tax rebates.
For Morocco’s film industry, the
future depends on the right package of sweeteners to persuade studios to do more than just film exteriors in the North African country,
but also use local facilities. The
ultimate goal is to get Hollywood
to film entire movies in Morocco,
said Sarim Fassi-Fihri, head of the
Moroccan Cinematographic Centre,
which oversees the industry. “The
day tax incentives come to Morocco, the whole industry will move
here,” he said, cutting a cinematic
figure himself, sporting a fedora
and puffing on a cigar. “If we make
$120 million today, with tax incentives we could go up to $200 (million)-$250 million.”
He pulled out a sheaf of publicity brochures from competitors in
Turkey, Colombia, Macedonia, the
Netherlands, Ireland, even the Canadian province of Manitoba, with
promised tax rebates of 20-40%
plastered across the covers to entice
film companies.
Ever since 1962, when David
Lean filmed scenes from Lawrence
of Arabia in Morocco, film companies have been using its deserts,
mountains and cities as stand-ins
for exotic locations. At the vast
Atlas Studios complex in Ouarzazate — Morocco’s desert Hollywood
perched between the High Atlas
and the Sahara — there are sets from
dozens of movies from the past decades.
Here, it’s possible to ride the
camel used by Nicole Kidman in
the upcoming Queen of the Desert
past the pharaonic sets from 2002
French film Asterix and Obelix Meet
Cleopatra to the fortifications Ridley Scott built to recreate medieval
Jerusalem for the 2005 crusader
film Kingdom of Heaven.
Morocco has fallen in and out of
fashion as a movie set over the decades. One mainstay has been bibli-

cal films and that business is booming now with the bible-craze taking
off in the United States. At one point
over the winter, there were three
actors playing Jesus in different
productions staying at the main hotel in Ouarzazate.
The new boom comes off some
lean years, beginning with the 2008
global financial crisis and exacerbated by the 2011 “Arab spring”
unrest that led insurers to pull film
companies out of the Middle East.
But in the case of Morocco, they
came back. Morocco stands out for
being blessed with the people and
landscapes needed to satisfy renewed interest in the Middle East,
while having none of the agitation
common elsewhere.

The ‘Arab spring’ did
help us, actually,
when everyone was
more worried to
come to Tunisia and
everywhere else
“The ‘Arab spring’ did help us,
actually, when everyone was more
worried to come to Tunisia and everywhere else, they were coming to
Morocco because it was a lot safer,”
said Khadija Alami, head of one of
Morocco’s several local production
companies that partner with international film-makers.
Alami first worked on the 1985
Chevy Case comedy Spies like Us,
soon followed by Ishtar, before
founding her own production company in 1998. It organises crews,
permissions and filming locations
for shoots.
The industry has also been
boosted by official support. While
the state has yet to approve tax rebates, it does make it easy to work
in Morocco and is happy to lend the
services of the Moroccan army for a
reasonable fee.
Aside from the helicopters, the
military equipment used in Blackhawk Down largely came from the

Workmen put the finishing touches on the temple of Jerusalem
gate on the set of the TV series A.D. in the city of Ouarzazate,
Morocco.
Moroccan army. Soldiers also often play extras when huge crowd
scenes are called for. The government even allowed the main highway between Marrakech and the
seaside town of Agadir to be closed
for three weeks last year for Mission: Impossible — Rogue Nation.
Local media later credited the closure for a drug bust when a car

full of cocaine ran foul of a police
checkpoint at the detour.
“There is a big boom here because
of its nature as the most liberal of
the Muslim countries,” said Eamon
Patrick, a line producer for A.D.
“So any filming that uses a contemporary Middle East setting, they
do a lot of it here,” Patrick said.
(The Associated Press)
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The evolving showcase of the Sharjah Biennial
Mini S. Menon

Dubai

A

rt, according to Oscar
Wilde, is the most intense form of individualism. And in nation-states
where individuals struggle to cope with conflicts both internal and political, art becomes
the most intimate expression of the
self. Freeing itself from the confines
of the expected and predictable, it
draws upon experiences that are
all but forgotten, seeking to explore
the unchartered with a mix of scepticism and ardour.
The past, the present, the possible — the title of Sharjah Biennial 12
(SB12) — is as articulate as the works
represented in it and as diverse as
the emirate itself. A unique place
steeped in the legacy of human
presence dating back 125,000 years,
Sharjah, one of the seven emirates
making up the UAE, is nevertheless
well poised for the transition into a
future that is at once exciting and
unknown. With 51 artists from 25
countries presenting their works,
many of them site- and context-specific, the title becomes all the more
relevant.

Commissioned by
Sharjah Art
Foundation, the
project encourages
visitors not to just
pass through
SB12 does not, however, expect
the artists and their works to conform to a theme. Rather they are encouraged to engage in conversations
with each other. In the process, it
does exactly what the title says:
Acknowledge the past, without the
typicality of wistfulness and nostalgia and, while standing firm on the
vitality of the present, explore the
possibilities the future holds
In a sense, this freedom from
having to restrict themselves to a
theme has worked to the artists’ advantage, particularly when it comes

to artists of Arab origin. Liberated
from the need to make overt political statements, their works seem to
depict traumas and struggles in an
intensely personal yet understated
manner. The casual visitor does not
actually squirm but the disturbance
felt is as real as it is lasting.
Steel Rings, a sculpture by Rayyne
Tabet, from Beirut from the series
The Shortest Distance Between Two
Points talks about the establishment
and eventual abandonment of The
Trans-Arabian Pipeline (TAP), an
ambitious project “conjoining history, geography and geometry” to
build and operate a 1,213-kilometrelong, 78-centimetre-wide pipeline
to transport oil from Saudi Arabia to
Lebanon through Jordan and Syria.
Comprising ten-centimetre sections manufactured to the same
dimensions of the original pipeline,
the installation occupies an entire
wing of the Sharjah Museum and
represents the hidden history of the
TAP.
In her curatorial note, Eungie
Joo says: “Mobilising a host of new
commissions and works juxtaposed
with a historical wealth of abstraction, The past, the present, the possible signals a distrust of narrative
certitude in favour of unexpected
simultaneities and potential alliances.”
While not entirely devoid of a narrative, serendipity does account for
Cyprus, the fourth work in the series
of Five Distant Memories: The Suitcase, The Room, The Toys, The Boat
and Maradona, another installation
by Tabet featuring an 850-kilogram
wooden boat precariously balanced
next to a human-sized anchor.
Tabet’s father had rented the
boat 29 years ago in a clandestine
attempt to flee Lebanon with his
family, a journey that lasted a mere
30 minutes due to the impossibility
of manoeuvring the massive vessel to Cyprus as planned. A chance
encounter with the same boat, now
decommissioned, marked the starting point for the work.
In his video titled The Fourth
Stage, Ahmad Ghossein, also from
Beirut, forays into the land of dystopia, interweaving cinema, magic
and the changing landscape of

A work by Abdul al-Saad
southern Lebanon. Through an inquiry into the implications of the
disappearance of a famous magician he assisted as a child, the artist
raises the quintessential question:
Have illusion and magic, elements
that are essential in shaping a country’s collective imaginary, been replaced by other ideological and religious systems of fabulation forged
by political parties and the nationstate?
Through his works using the
sawdust and glue relief technique,
Abdul Hay Mosallam Harara, an active member of the Palestine Liberation Organisation (PLO) and former
military pilot, speaks volubly about
his commitment to liberation and
peace, while decrying the violent
suppression of his homeland. His
works are a depiction of culture and
traditions such as weddings and
celebrations, of the normalcy of an
everyday life that is in danger of becoming extinct.
In the absence of the objects seen

by Palestinian Ayreen Anastas and
Rene Gabri of Iran one moves away
from the immediately personal and
political to a more global and existential realm. Integrating performance art with workshops, films
and publications they raise questions of the human condition “in
a world of increasing speed, scale,
automation and accumulation by
dispossession”.
Commissioned by Sharjah Art
Foundation, the project encourages
visitors not to just pass through,
but take part in conversations, food
and learning experiences, making through workshops organised
by artists and their collaborators
throughout the duration of SB12.
Of particular note are the works
by Rheim Alkadhi, including her
new commission Communications
from the Field of Contact (Each Hair
is a Tongue) where she has solicited
eyelashes of sea labourers — stranger-participants — working along
Sharjah Creek, and through those

intimate exchanges with unfixed
identities asks: Within this temporary field, how close can we get to
seeing differently than before?
Emirati artists including Mohammed Kazem, Hassan Sharif and Abdullah Al Saadi narrate their own
individual journeys in ways that are
uniquely theirs, often reductive and
minimalistic.
Since its inception in 1993, Sharjah Biennial has evolved, its growth
as lateral as it is linear. Today it has
become a confluence of “artists involved in numerous and varied conversations, confrontational and collaborative, formal and existential.”
“Together their works offer both
material experience and meditative pause to reassert the need for
wonder, mindfulness and query at
this particularly disharmonious and
decadent moment in human history,” Joo concludes.
Mini S. Menon is an Arab Weekly
contributor in Dubai.

Syrian bands rock Beirut’s alternative music scene
Beirut

S

yrian rock bands fleeing
war are finding safety and
new fans in neighbouring
Lebanon, where they are
revitalising a Westernised
scene with their focus on Arabic
musical heritage.
Dozens of Syrian bands and independent artists have become
mainstays of the Beirut music
scene, performing emotive and often bleak songs in front of concertgoers eager for fresh faces.
In a bright Beirut apartment, two
members of Khebez Dawle, an alternative rock band from Damascus, practise surrounded by freshly
hung laundry, balls of yarn and
cups of tea.

Dozens of Syrian
bands and
independent artists
have become
mainstays of the
Beirut music scene
“You’re still alive, under the
siege?” sings Anas Maghrebi, the
band’s lead singer, in their song
Ayesh, which is Arabic for “Alive”.
“You loved and you grew up. You
spent your life savings on a house
— and now that house is gone. And
you’re still alive.”
While some Syrian artists sing
about everyday challenges and
societal pressures, many use their
music to talk about their experi-

ences of war. Khebez Dawle — the
Arabic term for Syria’s ubiquitous
state-subsidised bread — say their
self-titled first album, released
in December, attempts to give a
young man’s “narrative of what
happened in Syria”.
“We just tell the story as if we’re
telling it to a friend,” Maghrebi
says.
Khebez Dawle have much to recount about Syria’s war, which they
fled in 2013, a year after a fellow
band member was killed.

‘No pressure in Beirut’
They say arriving to the safety of
Beirut breathed new life into the
band after their friend’s death.
In contrast to Syria, where
they faced violence and few venues, studios or opportunities for
growth, rock bands see Beirut as an
incubator for their talents.
“When we came to Beirut and we
saw that there’s no pressure here,
we said we want to take advantage of everything. Everything we
couldn’t have in Syria, we want to
have here,” says Bashar Darwish,
Khebez Dawle’s guitarist.
In Lebanon, Syrian musicians
have made connections with producers, filmmakers, venue owners
and financiers.
Members of Syria’s Tanjaret Daghet, Arabic for “pressure cooker”,
left Syria for Lebanon in 2011.
While practising in their cluttered single-room underground
studio one day, the band got a
surprise visit from their Lebanese
neighbour.

Lead singer and bass guitarist, Khaled Omran of Syrian band, Tanjaret Daghet.
But instead of asking them to
turn their music down, Raed alKhazen complimented Tanjaret Daghet on their hard rock sounds and
eventually became their producer.
“The opportunity that these guys
got here, they would have never
gotten in Syria,” says Khazen.
“The Lebanese scene gave them

the freedom to express themselves,
because we’re more open, because
we listen, because we have venues
where they can play.”

‘Example for Lebanese’
The Syrian bands are a regular
sight at Lebanese underground

venues, where they say high-energy audiences have encouraged
them.
“The audience here helped us
out a lot because they’re willing to
pay for a ticket to come see someone who writes their own music,”
says Tarek Khuluki, guitarist for
Tanjaret Daghet.
“We met so many people here
who opened up our minds and
made us say, why not?” says Khaled
Omran, the band’s lead singer and
songwriter.
Hisham Jaber, artistic director
at the Metro Al Madina venue that
has hosted several Syrian acts, says
the new arrivals have revived Lebanon’s “stagnant” underground
scene.
For Khazen, this positive influence comes from Syrian musicians’
strong link with traditional Middle
Eastern music and their command
of the Arabic language. While Lebanese bands often sing in English,
the Syrian bands tend to perform
in Arabic and use more traditional
Middle Eastern scales and harmonies. “This is what gives their music the depth that you don’t find
much here,” Khazen says.
“The way they approach music,
art and musical instruments should
be an example for Lebanese guys.”
Maghrebi says the two-way relationship has brought Syria and
Lebanon closer.
“Now if you go look at the young
music scene, there isn’t one scene
in Lebanon and one scene in Syria,”
he says.
“There’s a new scene for both.”
(Agence France-Presse)
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Travel
Agenda
Constantine, Algeria:
Throughout 2015
As capital of Arab Culture
2015, Constantine will be
hosting a variety of cultural
events, international festivals, exhibitions, concerts
and symposiums till the end
of the year.
Kairouan, Tunisia:
May 8th-11th
Early Christian basilica at Tipasi

The well-kept secrets of Algeria

Archaeological riches and beautiful vistas for the intrepid traveller

Jerry Sorkin

Algiers

T

he 1990s were terrifying
years for most Algerians.
Barely a family was not
touched by the violence.
Official estimates are that
more than 100,000 people were
killed but the general assumption
that most Algerians will recount
nearly doubles that.
Time does help to heal. When
January 2011 came and the Tunisian
revolution began, followed by political unrest in Egypt, Libya, Syria,
Yemen, Bahrain and elsewhere, Algeria kept the situation under control despite initial stirrings. Aside
from a few tepid protests in the first
weeks, the political activity that was
spreading from neighbouring Tunisia was almost nil in Algeria.

Security in Algeria
is still an issue and
warnings maintained
by many countries’
embassies have kept
Algeria off the radar
of most travellers
“We no longer have the stomach
for these political challenges,” says
Hassan, an Algerian friend I met
with in Algiers. “We had our -‘Ayamat al irhab’-, he said, using the Arabic Algerian reference for “the dark
days” of Algeria 1990s.
Stories were told about bodies lying along the street in the morning
as people left for work, a frightening
reminder of how perilous the day
ahead may be. People saw the bodies that were gathered up during the
night, not daring to ask how these
bodies came to be but more concerned about whether they would
be able to go to work or school,
return home at night and not be
among the next day’s body count.

“It was that gruesome,” says Sofiene. “If any side in the conflict
wanted to deliver a reminder message to instil fear, this was a near
daily occurrence.”
Algeria has been relatively quiet
for more than a decade, something
all Algerians welcome. This also
slowly opened doors for the intrepid
and adventurous traveller.
With the abundance of oil and
natural gas, tourism has not been on
the “to do list” of the government,
not even at the Ministry of Tourism.
However, for one who wants to discover the relatively unexplored, or
an aficionado of Roman and Numidian archaeological sites, Algeria is a
treasure trove of nearly undisturbed
ruins waiting to be enjoyed.
As with Roman ruins through
much of the southern Mediterranean, these ancient Roman cities primarily lie along the northern coast
regions of Algeria. Thus, wonderful
seaside vistas, combined with the
verdant and abundant mountain
range that crosses from west to
eastern Algeria, beautiful scenery is
never far from view.
Roman cities, such as Djemila,
Timgad, Cherchell and Tipasa are
well-preserved, having spared the
elements of modern urban settings
such as Athens or Rome, that have
had corrosive effect on ruins in
these cities.
Algeria has been making great
progress in building a modern highway system that provides the choice
of getting from site to site quickly or
the option of taking secondary roads
through farming regions and small
towns where the purity and noncommercial side of Algeria can be
enjoyed. In addition to the wealth of
Algeria’s Roman sites, the country’s
diversity of cultures that resided in
Algeria through independence in
the 1960s — Spanish, French, Jewish, Italian and more — can be found
not only in the architecture of cities
such as Algiers, Tlemcen, Oran and
Constantine, but also in the cuisine
of Algeria, the music and Algeria’s
rather successful production of
wine. Thus, enjoying a diverse offering of cuisine in
Algeria can
make any
evening
dinner

The Capitol at the Roman site of Djemila

The walled city of Kairouan,
famous for its carpet handicraft, hosts the Annual Kairouan Carpet Festival, which
brings together traditional
carpet makers and exhibits a
range of carpets from traditional to modern.
Hammamet, Tunisia:
May 28th-31st
The second edition of Hammamet Latin Festival will
take place in Yasmine Hammamet Hotel Diar Lemdina.
Four days of Latin music and
performances with wellknown Latino dancers.
Rabat, Morocco:
May 29th-June 6th

The suspension bridge of Constantine
something to look forward to. I have
enjoyed some of my most delectable
combinations of seafood paella and
red wine while dining in Constantine.
In Algiers, I have twice visited
a small restaurant that is a carnivore’s delight and is as unique as
any restaurant one can find in New
York or Paris. On a small street near
the city’s Art-Deco post office, 04,
Rue Khaled Khaldoune, one goes
through what appears to be a nondescript entry, there is a winding
staircase that leads to the second
floor that was filled with guests.
Algerians and foreigners, male and
female, found this small restaurant with fewer than 15 chairs set
around the perimeter of a counter.
On the other side of the counter are
the cooks in white chef’s coats, taking orders for salads or grilled meat
and chicken, prepared to taste. Beer
and wine flow freely and each dish
is prepared individually. Very reasonably priced, it seemed to still be
a secret, known only to a few. The
Restaurant Le Tyrolien is a treat.
Security in Algeria is still an issue
and warnings maintained by many
countries’ embassies have kept Algeria off the radar of most travellers.
Even today, one cannot travel too
much of the south, where concerns
about terrorism from Mali, Libya
and Sudan require the permission
and guidance of an Algerian-based
tour company. Visas are required
for travel by most Westerners and
the visa process has not been a beneficiary of efficiency. Security concerns are still strong and it is very
clear that Algeria makes security an
issue of top priority.
Tourism infrastructure is still lagging in much of the country and due
to the fact that most high-end hotels
have been built to cater to oil and
natural gas industries, the more upscale hotels tend to be higher priced
than comparable hotels in neighbouring countries such as Tunisia
and Morocco.
However, hospitality is not lacking. We experienced a small hotel
in the town of Batna, some 45 minutes from the Roman garrison town
of Lambaesis. The small hotel had a
dining room where every place setting was graced with flowers and

creatively folded napkins, homecooked meals and a proprietor who
was welcoming guests with smiles
and greetings throughout the day.
Algiers, which in itself deserves
two days to explore not only the Kasbah, which is slowly going through
renovations to repair crumbling infrastructure, but several museums
in Algiers are well worth visiting.
The Bardo Museum and the Antiquities Museum offer well-displayed
holdings of Algeria’s ancient history,
but perhaps the biggest surprise
was the Beaux Arts Museum. There,
amid beautiful gardens, one can find
the refinements of the European
arts collected during the French period, which are displayed like a fine
arts museum in Europe or America,
not the expected if one thinks of Algeria’s “dark days”.

Algeria is a
treasure trove
of nearly
undisturbed
ruins waiting to
be enjoyed
Taking a drive out of the downtown into the Hydra district, home
to many foreign embassies, affluent
Algerians and expats is also a drive
into a greenery that makes the views
of Algiers all the more enjoyable.
For the traveller who is not restricted by budget, staying at the St
George Hotel, known today as the
El Djezair, is to stay amid history.
The walls are graced with photos
of celebrities who have visited the
St George over the decades, as well
as to US Army General Dwight Eisenhower, who made this oasis of
greenery his base during World War
II. While discount airlines, charters
and mass tourists are not likely to
be descending anytime soon, for
the discerning traveller who wants
to be ahead of the trend, Algeria has
much to offer and a sense of serenity and welcome that make it a most
enjoyable country to explore.
Jerry Sorkin is founder and president of TunisUSA and Iconic Journeys Worldwide.

The 14th edition of the annual Mawazine Festival will
take place in Rabat, featuring international and local
performances. This year’s
edition includes international
artists, including Jennifer
Lopez.
Beirut, Lebanon:
June 6th
The Monot Street Bokk
Market takes place the first
Saturday of each month.
Professional antiquarians and
second-hand book vendors
will be present to sell, buy or
exchange items in a Lebanese
street culture context.
Ghar el Melh, Tunisia: June
7th-13th
Ghar el Melh, a coastal town
in north eastern Tunisia,
hosts the ninth edition of Encounters Ghar el Melh, photography event that brings
together professionals and
amateurs from Tunisia and
all over the world, to exhibit
and share their experiences.
Amman, Jordan:
June and July
Starting on the third night
of Ramadan, Amman will be
welcoming visitors from all
over the world to celebrate
traditional Arab culture in
the Citadel Nights Festival.
As the city comes to life each
night of Ramadan, guests will
be able to enjoy traditional
Arab dishes, authentic souks
and classical Arab music.
We welcome submissions of
calendar items related to
cultural events of interest
to travellers in the Middle
East and North Africa.
Please send tips to:
editor@thearabweekly.com

